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PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To restrain deterioration of a phosphor layer

caused by excess electric charge on a display panel, and to make the life of a

display device longer.

SOLUTION: The display panel 7 is composed of a substrate 1, a phosphor layer

5 emitting light by an electron flown from a vacuum space and an anode

electrode 4 for guiding the electron towards the phosphor layer 5. The anode

electrode 4 is comprised of a layer of lower electrode 2 and a layer of upper

electrode 3. The layer of lower electrode 2 is provided on the substrate 1 , the

phosphor layer 5 is provided on the layer of lower electrode 2, and the layer

upper electrode 3 is provided on the phosphor layer 5.
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CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1] It is the panel for a display characterized by being the panel for a

display which consists of a substrate, the fluorescent substance layer which

emits light with the electron which came flying from a vacuum sky period, and the

anode electrode for guiding an electron toward a fluorescent substance layer,

and an anode electrode consisting of a lower electrode layer and an up electrode

layer.

[Claim 2] It is the panel for a display according to claim 1 characterized by

preparing a lower electrode layer on a substrate, preparing a fluorescent

substance layer on a lower electrode layer, and preparing the up electrode layer

on a fluorescent substance layer.

[Claim 3] It is the panel for a display according to claim 1 characterized by

preparing a fluorescent substance layer on a substrate, preparing a lower

electrode layer on a fluorescent substance layer, and preparing the up electrode

layer on a lower electrode layer.

[Claim 4] A substrate and two or more unit fluorescent substance layers which

emit light with the electron which came flying from a vacuum sky period, They are

an anode electrode for guiding an electron toward a unit fluorescent substance

layer, and the panel for a display which consists of a feeder. An anode electrode

It is the panel for a display which consists of two or more independent electrodes

prepared corresponding to the unit fluorescent substance layer of a

predetermined number, and is characterized by connecting each independent

electrode to an anode electrode drive circuit through a feeder.

[Claim 5] It is the panel for a display according to claim 4 which a feeder consists

of two or more unit feeders, and is characterized by connecting each unit feeder

to each independent electrode.

[Claim 6] The panel for a display according to claim 5 characterized by inserting



the resistance member in each unit feeder.

[Claim 7] An independent electrode is arranged in the shape of a matrix

corresponding to the fluorescent substance layer group who consisted of unit

fluorescent substance layers of a predetermined number. A feeder All the

independent electrodes that have two or more branch lines which branched from

the main track and this main track, and are contained in each line or each train of

a matrix are panels for a display according to claim 4 characterized by

connecting with a common branch line through a resistor thin film for every line

and every train.

[Claim 8] The panel for a display according to claim 7 characterized by the

number of the unit fluorescent substance layers which constitute a fluorescent

substance layer group being 1.

[Claim 9] It is the panel for a display according to claim 4 which an independent

electrode is arranged in the shape of a stripe corresponding to the fluorescent

substance layer group who consisted of two or more unit fluorescent substance

layers, and is characterized by connecting each independent electrode to a

feeder through a resistor thin film, respectively.

[Claim 10] An independent electrode and a feeder are a panel for a display

according to claim 4 characterized by being formed using a common electrical

conducting material layer.

[Claim 1 1] The panel for a display according to claim 4 characterized by

preparing a unit fluorescent substance layer on a substrate, and preparing the

independent electrode on a unit fluorescent substance layer.

[Claim 12] The panel for a display according to claim 4 characterized by

preparing an independent electrode on a substrate and preparing the unit

fluorescent substance layer on an independent electrode.

[Claim 13] The panel for a display according to claim 4 characterized by an

independent electrode consisting of a lower electrode layer and an up electrode

layer, a lower electrode layer being prepared on a substrate, and a unit

fluorescent substance layer being prepared on a lower electrode layer, and



continuing on a lower electrode layer from a unit fluorescent substance layer, and

preparing the up electrode layer.

[Claim 14] The panel for a display according to claim 4 characterized by for an

independent electrode consisting of a lower electrode layer and an up electrode

layer, preparing a unit fluorescent substance layer on a substrate, preparing a

lower electrode layer on a unit fluorescent substance layer, and preparing the up

electrode layer on a lower electrode layer.

[Claim 15] It is the panel for a display according to claim 7 or 9 characterized by

preparing an independent electrode on a substrate, and for a resistor thin film

extending to up to an independent electrode, and preparing the unit fluorescent

substance layer on a resistor thin film.

[Claim 16] The panel for a display according to claim 15 characterized by

preparing the adhesion layer between a resistor thin film and an independent

electrode and/or between a resistor thin film and a unit fluorescent substance

layer.

[Claim 17] A substrate and two or more unit fluorescent substance layers which

emit light with the electron which came flying from a vacuum sky period, It is the

panel for a display which consists of the anode electrode for guiding an electron

toward a unit fluorescent substance layer. An anode electrode The electric

supply layer which consisted of two or more independent electrodes prepared

corresponding to the unit fluorescent substance layer of a predetermined number,

and was prepared on the substrate, The insulating layer prepared on the electric

supply layer, and the unit fluorescent substance layer prepared on the electric

supply layer or the insulating layer, It is the panel for a display which has the

independent electrode continued and prepared on the insulating layer from the

unit fluorescent substance layer, the through tube prepared in the insulating layer,

and the resistor layer embedded at the through tube, and is characterized by the

independent electrode and the electric supply layer being connected by the

resistor layer.

[Claim 18] An independent electrode is a panel for a display according to claim



17 characterized by being arranged in the shape of a matrix corresponding to the

fluorescent substance layer group who consisted of unit fluorescent substance

layers of a predetermined number.

[Claim 19] The panel for a display according to claim 18 characterized by the

number of the unit fluorescent substance layers which constitute a fluorescent

substance layer group being 1

.

[Claim 20] An independent electrode is a panel for a display according to claim

17 characterized by being arranged in the shape of a stripe corresponding to the

fluorescent substance layer group who consisted of two or more unit fluorescent

substance layers.

[Claim 21] It is the display which opposite arrangement of the panel for a display

and the back panel which has two or more electron-emission objects is carried

out across vacuum space, and is characterized by for the panel for a display to

consist of a substrate, the fluorescent substance layer which emits light with the

electron emitted to throughout [ vacuum sky ] from the electron-emission object,

and the anode electrode for guiding an electron toward a fluorescent substance

layer, and for an anode electrode to consist of a lower electrode layer and an up

electrode layer.

[Claim 22] Opposite arrangement of the panel for a display and the back panel

which has two or more electron emission objects is carried out across vacuum

space. The panel for a display A substrate and two or more unit fluorescent

substance layers which emit light with the electron emitted to throughout

[ vacuum sky ] from the electron emission object, It consists of the anode

electrode for guiding an electron toward a unit fluorescent substance layer, and a

feeder. An anode electrode It is the display which consists of two or more

independent electrodes prepared corresponding to the unit fluorescent substance

layer of a predetermined number, and is characterized by connecting each

independent electrode to an anode electrode drive circuit through a feeder.

[Claim 23] Opposite arrangement of the panel for a display and the back panel

which has two or more electron emission objects is carried out across vacuum



space. The panel for a display A substrate and two or more unit fluorescent

substance layers which emit light with the electron emitted to throughout

[ vacuum sky ] from the electron emission object, It consists of the anode

electrode for guiding an electron toward a unit fluorescent substance layer. An

anode electrode It consists of two or more independent electrodes prepared

corresponding to the unit fluorescent substance layer of a predetermined number.

The panel for a display The electric supply layer prepared on the substrate, the

insulating layer prepared on the electric supply layer, and the unit fluorescent

substance layer prepared on the electric supply layer or the insulating layer, It is

the display which has the independent electrode continued and prepared on the

insulating layer from the unit fluorescent substance layer, the through tube

prepared in the insulating layer, and the resistor layer embedded at the through

tube, and is characterized by the independent electrode and the electric supply

layer being connected by the resistor layer.

[Claim 24] An electron emission object is a display given in any 1 term of claim

21 characterized by being a cold cathode field-electron-emission component,

claim 22, and claim 23.

[Claim 25] an electron-emission object is the cold-cathode field-electron-emission

component allotted to the field to which the projection image of the 1st electrode

group prolonged in the one direction where a scan signal is inputted, and the 2nd

electrode group which the video signal was inputted and also was prolonged in

the direction overlaps mutually, and an independent electrode is arranged in the

shape of a stripe - having -- and the 2nd electrode group and abbreviation - the

display according to claim 22 or 23 characterized by to have extended in the

parallel direction.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION



[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Field of the Invention] This invention relates to the display with which the panel

for a display which carries out excitation luminescence of the fluorescent

substance layer in more detail with the electron which came flying from a vacuum

sky period, and this panel for a display were incorporated about the display which

used the panel for a display, and this.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] As an image display device which replaces the

cathode-ray tube (CRT) of the current mainstream, the display of a flat-surface

mold (flat panel format) is examined variously. As a display of such a flat-surface

mold, a liquid crystal display (LCD), a electroluminescence display (ELD), and a

plasma display (PDP) can be illustrated. Moreover, it is not based on thermal

excitation, but the indicating equipment of the cold cathode field emission mold

which can emit an electron into a vacuum from a solid-state, and the so-called

field emission display (FED) are also proposed, and attention is attracted from

the brightness of a screen, and a viewpoint of a low power.

[0003] The typical example of a configuration of FED is shown in drawing 24 . In

this display, opposite arrangement of the panel 500 for a display and the back

panel 400 is carried out, and both the panels 400,500 of each other are pasted

up through the frame which is not illustrated in each periphery section, and let

closing space between both panels be vacuum space VAC. The back panel 400

is equipped with the cold cathode field-electron-emission component (a field

emission component is called hereafter) as an electron emission object. Drawing

24 shows the so-called Spindt (Spindt) mold field emission component which has

the electron emission section 45 of a cone form as an example of a field

emission component. The Spindt mold field emission component consists of the

electron emission sections 45 of the cone form formed in the opening 43

prepared in the cathode electrode 41 formed on the base material 40, the

interlayer insulation film 42 formed on the cathode electrode 41 and the base



material 40, the gate electrode 44 formed on the interlayer insulation film 42, the

gate electrode 44, and the interlayer insulation film 42. Usually, the electron

emission section 45 of a predetermined number which has a predetermined array

is matched with one of the fluorescent substance layers 51 mentioned later. A
negative electrical potential difference (video signal) is relatively impressed to the

electron emission section 45 through the cathode electrode 41 from the cathode

electrode drive circuit 46, and a forward electrical potential difference (scan

signal) is impressed to it relatively [ electrode / 44 / gate ] from the gate electrode

drive circuit 47. According to the electric field produced by these electrical-

potential-difference impression, an electron is emitted from the tip of the electron

emission section 45. In addition, as an electron emission object, it may not be

restricted to the above Spindt mold field emission components, but the field

emission component of other types, such as an edge mold, so-called flat-surface

mold, so-called crown mold, etc., may be used. Moreover, contrary to ****, a scan

signal may be inputted into the cathode electrode 41 , and a video signal may be

inputted into the gate electrode 44.

[0004] On the other hand, the panel 500 for a display has the conductive

reflective film 52 formed on two or more fluorescent substance layers 51 formed

the shape of a matrix, and in the shape of a stripe on the transparence substrate

50 which consists of glass etc., the fluorescent substance layer 51 , and the

transparence substrate 50. In the conductive reflective film 52, a forward

electrical potential difference higher than the forward electrical potential

difference impressed to the gate electrode 44 is impressed from the acceleration

power source (anode electrode drive circuit) 53, and the role which guides the

electron emitted all over vacuum space VAC from the electron emission section

45 toward the fluorescent substance layer 51 is played. Moreover, the conductive

reflective film 52 reflects in a transparence substrate 50 side luminescence of the

function protect the fluorescent substance particle which constitutes the

fluorescent substance layer 51 from the spatter by particles, such as ion, and the

fluorescent substance layer 51 which produced by electronic excitation, and also



has the function which raises the brightness of the display screen observed from

the outside of the transparence substrate 50, and the function of preventing

superfluous electrification and stabilizing the potential of the panel 500 for a

display. That is, the conductive reflective film 52 serves as the function as an

anode electrode, and the function which the member known for the field of a

cathode-ray tube (CRT) as metal back film achieves. The conductive reflective

film 52 is usually constituted using the aluminum thin film.

[0005] the typical part to which the fluorescent substance layers 51 R, 51 G, and

51 B showed the typical top view of the panel for a display formed in the shape of

a matrix to (A) of drawing 25 , and met it at line X-X of (A) of drawing 25 at (B) of

drawing 25 - a sectional view is shown. The field where the fluorescent

substance layers 51 R, 51 G, and 51 B are arranged is a service area which

achieves the practical function as a display, and the formation field of an anode

electrode is mostly in agreement with this service area. In (A) of drawing 25 , the

slash was given to the formation field of an anode electrode for clarification. The

perimeter of a service area is an invalid field which supports functions of a

service area, such as hold of a circumference circuit, and mechanical support of

the display screen. The anode electrode is prepared in the derivation section 54

for connecting with a 5-kilovolt acceleration power source (seeing the

acceleration power source 53 of drawing 24 ) by the edge section of the

transparence substrate 50. Moreover, between the acceleration power source

and the anode electrode, the resistance member (the illustrated example

resistance of 100 M omega) for preventing an overcurrent and discharge is

usually arranged. This resistance member is arranged out of the substrate.

[0006] In addition, as the anode electrode in FED does not necessarily need to

be constituted by the conductive reflective film 52 as mentioned above and is

shown in (C) of the same typical drawing 25 which is a sectional view a part

l

along with line X-X of (A) of drawing 25 , the example of a configuration which

gave the function of an anode electrode to the transparence electric conduction

film 55 formed on the transparence substrate 50 is also possible, the formation



field of the conductive reflective film 52 which achieves the function of an anode

electrode on the transparence substrate 50, or the transparence electric

conduction film 55 - a service area - the whole surface is covered mostly.

[0007] the typical part to which the fluorescent substance layer showed the

typical top view of the panel for a display formed in the shape of a stripe to (A) of

drawing 26 , and met it at line X-X of drawing 26 at (B) of drawing 26 , and (C) -

a sectional view is shown. The reference mark of drawing 26 is as common as

drawing 25 in part, and omits detailed explanation about an intersection. As for

(B) of drawing 26 , an anode electrode shows the example of a configuration

which consists of the transparence electric conduction film 55, as for (C) of the

example of a configuration to which an anode electrode changes from the

conductive reflective film 52, and drawing 26 . the formation field of the

conductive reflective film 52 which achieves the function of an anode electrode,

or the transparence electric conduction film 55 - the service area of the panel for

a display - the whole surface is covered mostly.

[0008]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] By the way, in FED which is the

display of a flat-surface mold, it is far short rather than electronic flight distance

can set to a cathode-ray tube, and the case of a cathode-ray tube cannot raise

electronic acceleration voltage. When electronic acceleration voltage is too high

in the case of FED, a possibility that it may very become easy to generate spark

discharge between the electron emission section of a back panel and the film

which plays the role of an anode electrode in the panel for a display, and display

quality may be spoiled remarkably is large. It sets to the developmental

mechanics of discharge of a vacuum sky throughout, and first, emission of the

electron from the electron emission section under a heavy current community or

ion serves as a trigger, and small-scale discharge occurs. And when energy is

supplied to an anode electrode from an acceleration power source, the

temperature of an anode electrode rises locally or evaporation of the ingredient

itself which constitutes emission of the occluded gas inside an anode electrode



or an anode electrode arises, small-scale discharge is considered to grow up to

be spark discharge. The energy accumulated in the electrostatic capacity formed

between an anode electrode and the electron emission section or between an

anode electrode and a cathode electrode besides an acceleration power source

may serve as an energy source of supply to which growth to spark discharge is

urged. Although it is effective to control emission of the electron and ion used as

the trigger of discharge in order to control spark discharge, for that purpose very

strict particle management is needed. Great technical difficulty follows on

performing such management in the usual manufacture process of the panel for

a display, or the display using this.

[0009] Thus, the characteristic problem which is not seen has arisen in the

cathode-ray tube, concerning FED which cannot but choose electronic

acceleration voltage low. In the cathode-ray tube with which high-voltage

acceleration is performed, since the penetration depth of the electron to a

fluorescent substance layer is deep, electronic energy can be received by the

comparatively large field in a fluorescent substance layer, can make the relative

targets which exist in the starting large field able to excite many fluorescent

substance particles all at once, and can attain high brightness. On the other hand,

in FED, since the penetration depth of the electron to a fluorescent substance

layer is shallow, electronic energy can be received only in the field where a

fluorescent substance layer is narrow, for this reason, in order to attain practically

sufficient brightness, it is necessary to increase current density, and namely, - to

raise the consistency of the electron emitted from a field emission component, or

to lengthen rather than it can set the time amount by which the electron is

irradiated by the fluorescent substance layer to a cathode-ray tube Moreover,

when forming an anode electrode on a fluorescent substance layer, the number

of the electrons which can penetrate an anode electrode is increased by

restricting the thickness of an anode electrode to about 0.07 micrometers. So,

effectiveness as the metal back film (general thickness is about 0.2 micrometers)

of a cathode-ray tube is not expectable in an anode electrode. Therefore, the



fluorescent substance layer of a field emission component originates in a long

duration exposure and electrification of an electron, and is put on the

environment where it is very easy to deteriorate. The sulfur which is the

configuration element when the fluorescent substance layer consists of for

example, sulfide system fluorescent substance particles is desorbed from

degradation of a fluorescent substance layer in the form of a simple substance or

sulfur monoxide (SO), and sulfur dioxide (S02), and it appears as presentation

change and a physical collapse of a sulfide system fluorescent substance particle.

Degradation of this fluorescent substance layer leads to fluctuation of the

luminescent color or luminous efficiency, contamination of the configuration

member inside FED, as a result the fall of the dependability of FED, or a life

property.

[0010] Moreover, ****** called the problem on which the brightness of the display

screen is changed according to the number of the pixel chosen as the

conventional FED by the back panel 400 side, or subpixel. The typical top view of

a back panel 400 is typically shown in (A) of drawing 27 , and (B) of drawing 27 .

For clarification, the cathode electrode 41 (the electrical potential difference of

+50 volts is impressed from the cathode electrode drive circuit 46) in the

condition of not choosing is expressed with thin hatching, and deep hatching

expresses the cathode electrode 41 (similarly the electrical potential difference of

0 volt is impressed) of a selection condition in these drawings. Although the video

signal impressed to the cathode electrode 41 of a selection condition can take

the value of 0 volts or more and less than +50 volts according to gradation, since

it is easy here, it is made into 0 volt. On the other hand, the gate electrode 44

(the electrical potential difference of 0 volt is impressed from the gate electrode

drive circuit 47) in the condition of not choosing is displayed by void, and the gate

electrode 44 (similarly the electrical potential difference of +50 volts is impressed)

of a selection condition is expressed with hatching. The field (a duplication field is

called hereafter) with which the projection image of the cathode electrode 41 and

the gate electrode 44 laps is equivalent to 1 pixel with monochromatic



specification equipment, and equivalent to 1 subpixel in a electrochromatic

display. Two or more field emission components are usually allotted to one

duplication field. The duplication field of the selected cathode electrode 41 and

the selected gate electrode 44 is a selection pixel (or selection subpixel), and is

expressed as with a circle [ white ] among drawing. The gate electrode 44 is

made to call the m-th line and the cathode electrode 41 the n-th train from the left

in order from a top to the bottom on the right.

[001 1] As now shown in (A) of drawing 27 , supposing the gate electrode 44 of

the 1st line and the cathode electrode 41 of the 1st train are chosen, an electron

will be emitted from the field emission component arranged to the duplication

field located in the 1st line 1st train, and the fluorescent substance layer 51 which

counters will emit light. Here, supposing the current of ImicroA flows towards a

back panel 400 from the panel 500 for a display, the voltage drop at this time will

become 1 micro Ax100 M omega = 0.1 kilovolts. That is, between a back panel

400 and the panel 500 for a display, 5-0.1=4.9 kilovolt acceleration voltage is

added. However, as shown in (B) of drawing 27 , supposing five cathode

electrodes, the 2nd train, the 6th train, the 9th train, the 1 1th train, and the 14th

train, 41 are chosen as opposed to selection of the gate electrode 44 of the 2nd

line The acceleration voltage which the current which flows towards a back panel

400 is set to a total of 5microA from the panel 500 for a display, and a voltage

drop becomes 0.5 kilovolts, therefore is added between a back panel 400 and

the panel 500 for a display decreases to 5-0.5=4.5 kilovolt. This leads to the fall

of electronic energy which collides with the fluorescent substance layer 52, as a

result the brightness fall of the display screen. That is, the brightness of the

display screen is changed according to the number of the cathode electrode 41

chosen for every line of the gate electrode 44.

[0012] Therefore, the 1st purpose of this invention is to offer the long lasting

display using the panel for a display which can control degradation of the

fluorescent substance layer by electrification, and this panel for a display. The

2nd purpose of this invention is in the thing which used the panel for a display



which can control spark discharge, and this panel for a display and for which long

lasting and the display which has high-reliability are offered. Furthermore, the 3rd

purpose of this invention is to offer the display whose brightness of the display

screen did not depend on the selection number of the electrode by which a video

signal is inputted into a back panel side, but pressed down the voltage drop

within fixed limits, with was stable.

[0013]

[Means for Solving the Problem] The panel for a display concerning the 1st mode

of this invention for attaining the 1st above-mentioned purpose is a panel for a

display which consists of a substrate, the fluorescent substance layer which

emits light with the electron which came flying from a vacuum sky period, and the

anode electrode for guiding an electron toward a fluorescent substance layer,

and an anode electrode is characterized by consisting of a lower electrode layer

and an up electrode layer, the 1st voice of this invention -- in the panel for a

display applied like, since an anode electrode has the two-layer configuration of a

lower electrode layer and an up electrode layer and electrification removal is

performed through the both sides of a lower electrode layer and an up electrode

layer, degradation of the fluorescent substance layer by superfluous

electrification can be controlled.

[0014] The display concerning the 1st mode of this invention for attaining the 1st

above-mentioned purpose It is a display using the panel for a display applied like,

and opposite arrangement of the panel for a display and the back panel which

has two or more electron emission objects is carried out across vacuum space,

the 1st voice of this invention - the panel for a display It is characterized by

consisting of a substrate, the fluorescent substance layer which emits light with

the electron emitted to throughout [ vacuum sky ] from the electron emission

object, and the anode electrode for guiding an electron toward a fluorescent

substance layer, and an anode electrode consisting of a lower electrode layer

and an up electrode layer.

[0015] In the panel for a display and display concerning the 1st mode of this



invention, there may be two kinds of cases on structure. That is, the case **

fluorescent substance layer in which ** lower electrode layer was prepared on

the substrate, the fluorescent substance layer was prepared on the lower

electrode layer, and the up electrode layer was prepared on the fluorescent

substance layer is prepared on a substrate, a lower electrode layer is prepared

on a fluorescent substance layer, and an up electrode layer is the case

established on the lower electrode layer. In case ** and case **, even if the

fluorescent substance layer consists of monochromatic fluorescent substance

particles, it may consist of fluorescent substance particles in three primary colors.

Moreover, the array format of a fluorescent substance layer may be a dot matrix-

like, or may be a stripe-like. In addition, in the array format of the shape of the

shape of a dot matrix, or a stripe, the clearance between adjacent fluorescent

substance layers may be embedded by the black matrix aiming at the

improvement in contrast. When this black matrix is formed in case **, a

fluorescent substance layer and a black matrix are established on a lower

electrode layer, and an up electrode layer is prepared on a fluorescent substance

layer and a black matrix. When this black matrix is formed in case **, a

fluorescent substance layer and a black matrix are established on a substrate,

and a lower electrode layer is prepared on a fluorescent substance layer and a

black matrix. Also in which case, the lower electrode layer and the up electrode

layer have flowed mutually, and are in same electric potential at the time of

actuation of a display.

[0016] In each of these case ** and case **, the exception of the transparency

mold / reflective mold of a display when the exception of the

transparence/opacity of the component of a substrate is decided, as a result the

panel for a display is built into a display according to whether the component of a

lower electrode layer and an up electrode layer is transparent or it is opacity

(reflexibility) is decided naturally, in addition,"/" - "- or » " - it uses for mind. A
transparency mold needs to be the format of observing an image through the

substrate of the panel for a display here, and all the layers that intervene



between a fluorescent substance layer and a substrate also need to be

transparent as well as a substrate being transparent. On the other hand, a

reflective mold must be formation which observes an image through the back

panel by which opposite arrangement is carried out with the panel for a display,

and all the layers that are in the panel side for a display rather than a fluorescent

substance layer at a back panel side must also be transparent as well as all the

components of the back panel which exists in a service area being transparent.

[0017] Case ** can be classified into each case shown in the table 1 of further the

following in view of above-mentioned conditions. In addition, front Naka and "O"

mark express a transparent ingredient, "x" expresses an opaque ingredient and it

expresses that transparence and which an opaque ingredient are sufficient as

the "O/x" mark, and "TR" expresses the display of a transparency mold, "RF"

expresses the display of a reflective mold and "TR/RF" means that it can become

all of the display of a transparency mold or a reflective mold.

[0018]

[Table 1]

Case Up electrode layer Lower electrode layer Substrate Display **-1 x O O
TR**-2 O x O/x RF**-3 O O O TR/RF*M O O x RF [0019] Case ** can be

classified into each case shown in the table 2 of further the following in view of

above-mentioned conditions.

[0020]

[Table 2]

Case Up electrode layer Lower electrode layer Substrate Display **-1 x O O
TR**-2 O /x x O TR**-3 O O O TR/RF**-4 O O x RF [0021] In addition, you may

be continued and formed in the whole service area, and it may be divided into

two or more fields to which either became independent, another side may be

continued and formed in the whole service area, and both the lower electrode

layer and the up electrode layer may be divided into two or more fields to which

both sides became independent. When divided into two or more fields to which

both sides became independent, even if the number of partitions is the same,



they may differ. When divided into two or more fields to which the up electrode

layer became independent at least in case ** especially, and when divided into

two or more fields to which the both sides of a lower electrode layer and an up

electrode layer became independent in case ** When the area of an anode

electrode decreases, the electrostatic capacity between for example, an anode

electrode and a cathode electrode can be reduced, and it becomes possible to

prevent spark discharge effectively. As for two or more independent fields, it is

desirable to deal with the unit fluorescent substance layer of a predetermined

number practically, and it describes them below in relation to the 2nd mode of

this invention about this.

[0022] The panel for a display concerning the 2nd mode of this invention for

attaining the 2nd above-mentioned purpose A substrate and two or more unit

fluorescent substance layers which emit light with the electron which came flying

from a vacuum sky period, They are an anode electrode for guiding an electron

toward a unit fluorescent substance layer, and the panel for a display which

consists of a feeder. An anode electrode It consists of two or more independent

electrodes prepared corresponding to the unit fluorescent substance layer of a

predetermined number, and each independent electrode is characterized by

connecting with an anode electrode drive circuit through a feeder.

[0023] The display concerning the 2nd mode of this invention for attaining the

2nd above-mentioned purpose It is a display using the panel for a display applied

like, and opposite arrangement of the panel for a display and the back panel

which has two or more electron emission objects is carried out across vacuum

space, the 2nd voice of this invention - the panel for a display A substrate and

the fluorescent substance layer which emits light with the electron emitted to

throughout [ vacuum sky ] from the electron emission object, It consists of the

anode electrode for guiding an electron toward a unit fluorescent substance layer,

and a feeder, an anode electrode consists of two or more independent electrodes

prepared corresponding to the unit fluorescent substance layer of a

predetermined number, and each independent electrode is characterized by



connecting with an anode electrode drive circuit through a feeder.

[0024] the 2nd voice of this invention in the panel for a display and display

which are applied like, even if it does not control the trigger of discharge itself but

small-scale discharge occurs, it is making into the fundamental view to hold down

the stored energy between an anode electrode and a cathode electrode to the

magnitude of extent to which growth to spark discharge is not urged so that this

may not be grown up even into spark discharge. Since it forms in the form where

the anode electrode was divided into the independent electrode which has a

smaller area instead of [ of a service area ] continuing and forming in the whole

surface mostly, the electrostatic capacity between an anode electrode and a

cathode electrode can be decreased, for example, and stored energy can be

reduced.

[0025] Here, it is defined as a unit fluorescent substance layer being a

fluorescent substance layer which generates the one luminescent spot on the

panel for a display. Although 3 set [ 1 ] of the red fluorescent substance layer

corresponding to the three primary colors of the light of R (red), G (green), and B

(blue), a green fluorescent substance layer, and a blue fluorescent substance

layer is called a "pixel" and this is made into the description unit of screen

definition in the field of displays, such as a color cathode-ray tube, in many cases,

the unit fluorescent substance layer in this invention differs from a pixel, all the

voice excluding [ the above-mentioned definition ] the 1st mode of this invention -

- all the voice except the panel for a display applied like, and the 1st mode of this

invention ~ it is common to the display applied like.

[0026] A feeder can be constituted from two or more unit feeders, and each unit

feeder is connected to each independent electrode. That is, each unit feeder can

be prepared corresponding to each independent electrode. Such a configuration

is carried out to calling the configuration of the 2nd A. Even the connection

terminal in which each feeder was established by one place of the edge of for

example, the panel for a display can form an invalid field top, and it can connect

with an anode electrode drive circuit through wiring from this connection terminal.



[0027] Furthermore, the resistance member may be inserted in each unit feeder.

Such a configuration is carried out to calling the configuration of the 2nd B. By

connecting a resistance member, the energy supply from an anode electrode

drive circuit can be temporarily suspended at the time of discharge generating. In

the configuration of the 2nd B, in an invalid field, a chip resistor can be inserted in

the halfway section of a unit feeder as a resistance member, or a resistor thin film

can be formed, for example. The resistance of a resistance member is chosen as

the value small [ to extent to which effect hardly appears in display brightness

even if the voltage drop by anode current arises at the time of the usual display

action ] and large to extent which can moreover intercept virtually the energy

supply to the anode electrode which led the unit feeder from an anode electrode

drive circuit at the time of generating of small-scale discharge. The fundamental

view about division of an anode electrode and use of a resistance member is

common also to the panel for a display concerning the 3rd mode of this invention

mentioned later, and the display concerning the 3rd mode of this invention.

[0028] In the panel for a display and display concerning the 2nd mode An

independent electrode is arranged in the shape of a matrix corresponding to the

fluorescent substance layer group who consisted of unit fluorescent substance

layers of a predetermined number. A feeder All the independent electrodes that

have two or more branch lines which branched from the main track and this main

track, and are contained in each line or each train of a matrix may be connected

to the common branch line through the resistor thin film for every line and every

train. This configuration is carried out to calling the configuration of the 2nd C.

Although especially the flat-surface configuration of each independent electrode

is not limited, it is desirable that it is the flat-surface configuration which does not

make independent inter-electrode
[ adjoining ] produce the clearance between

irregular magnitude from a viewpoint which equalizes the luminance distribution

in a service area. Although especially the number of branch lines or the direction

of branching that branched from the main track are not limited, either, it is

desirable to arrange the die length of each branch line as much as possible from



a viewpoint which equalizes the luminance distribution in a service area, and to

equalize wiring resistance. From one branch line, further two or more branch

lines may branch.

[0029] In the configuration of the 2nd C, especially the number of the unit

fluorescent substance layers which constitute the fluorescent substance layer

group matched with one independent electrode is not limited. As long as it thinks

per pixel of a electrochromatic display, a number of unit fluorescent substance

layers which can constitute two or more pixels may be contained in one

fluorescent substance layer group, and three unit fluorescent substance layers

which can constitute one pixel may be contained. Furthermore, it is good also

considering the number of the unit fluorescent substance layers which constitute

a fluorescent substance layer group as 1 . Electrostatic capacity can be made into

min in the panel for a display which has the service area of 1, then the magnitude

of a certain finite for the number of the unit fluorescent substance layers which

constitute a fluorescent substance layer group. In addition, in the panel for a

display concerning the configuration of the 2nd C, it is desirable that arrangement

of a unit fluorescent substance layer has the shape of so-called dot matrix. The

publication of this paragraph is applied also like the panel for a display

concerning the configuration of the 3rd A of the 3rd mode mentioned later.

[0030] In the panel for a display and display concerning the 2nd mode, an

independent electrode can be arranged in the shape of a stripe corresponding to

the fluorescent substance layer group who consisted of two or more unit

fluorescent substance layers. This configuration is carried out to calling the

configuration of the 2nd D. When a service area is considered to be a rectangle,

the extension direction of a stripe may be a longitudinal direction, or may be the

direction of a short hand. In the configuration of the 2nd D, it is desirable that

arrangement of a unit fluorescent substance layer is also a stripe-like. That is, it

is the configuration that the red fluorescent substance layer group was formed,

the green (G) unit fluorescent substance layer has been arranged at one train,

the green fluorescent substance layer group was formed, the blue (B) unit

1



fluorescent substance layer has been arranged [ the red (R) unit fluorescent

substance layer has been arranged at one train, ] at one train, and the blue

fluorescent substance layer group was formed. One independent electrode may

support one train of a fluorescent substance layer group, may support 1 set of

three trains of the fluorescent substance layer group of each color, and may

support two or more groups of the fluorescent substance stripe of 1 set of three

trains further. In addition, the publication of this paragraph is applied also like the

panel for a display concerning the configuration of the 3rd B of the 3rd mode

mentioned later.

[0031] In the panel for a display and display concerning the 2nd mode of this

invention, an independent electrode and a feeder can be formed on a substrate

using a common electrical conducting material layer. As an example, the

electrical conducting material layer which consists of a certain electrical

conducting material is formed on a substrate, patterning of this electrical

conducting material layer can be carried out, and an independent electrode and a

feeder can be formed in coincidence. Or an independent electrode and a feeder

can also be formed on a substrate at coincidence by performing vacuum

evaporationo and screen-stencil of an electrical conducting material through the

mask and screen which have the pattern of an independent electrode and a

feeder. In addition, in the panel for a display concerning the configuration of the

2nd C, and the configuration of the 2nd D, a resistor thin film can be formed

similarly. That is, a resistor thin film may be formed by minding the mask and

screen which form on a substrate the resistor thin film which consists of a certain

resistor ingredient, may carry out patterning of this resistor thin film, and may

form a resistance member, or have the pattern of a resistance member, and

vapor-depositing or screen-stenciling a resistor ingredient.

[0032] In addition, even if it is the case where neither the resistance member nor

the resistor thin film is prepared in the panel side for a display, the resistance

member is prepared in the interior of an anode electrode drive circuit, and a

feeder can be connected to this anode electrode drive circuit. Also when small-



scale discharge occurs between a back panel and the panel for a display by this,

the energy supply to the anode electrode which led the feeder from an anode

electrode drive circuit can be intercepted temporarily, and generating of spark

discharge can be prevented.

[0033] by the way - although the configuration of the configuration of the 2nd

above-mentioned A - the 2nd D is the classification which paid its attention to the

arrangement format of a feeder, a resistance member, or a resistor thin film, and

the formation pattern of an independent electrode - the 2nd voice of this

invention ~ in the panel for a display and display which are applied like, there

may be following 5 kinds of case (1) - (5) on structure. Namely, an independent

electrode is prepared on the case (2) substrate with which a unit fluorescent

substance layer is prepared on (1) substrate, and the independent electrode is

prepared on the unit fluorescent substance layer. The case (3) independent

electrode with which the unit fluorescent substance layer is prepared on the

independent electrode consists of a lower electrode layer and an up electrode

layer. A lower electrode layer is prepared on a substrate and a unit fluorescent

substance layer is prepared on a lower electrode layer. The case (4) independent

electrode with which it continues on a lower electrode layer from a unit

fluorescent substance layer, and the up electrode layer is prepared consists of a

lower electrode layer and an up electrode layer. It is the case where an

independent electrode is prepared on the case (5) substrate with which a unit

fluorescent substance layer is prepared on a substrate, a lower electrode layer is

prepared on a unit fluorescent substance layer, and the up electrode layer is

prepared on the lower electrode layer, a resistor thin film extends to up to an

independent electrode, and the unit fluorescent substance layer is prepared on

the resistor thin film. About the case (5), the adhesion layer may be further

prepared between a resistor thin film and an independent electrode and/or

between the resistor thin film and the unit fluorescent substance layer. In addition

to the 2nd purpose of this invention, the 1st purpose may also be attained in the

case (3) and the case (4) where an independent electrode consists of an up



electrode layer and a lower electrode layer.

[0034] These cases (1) In each of - (5), the exception of the transparency mold /

reflective mold of a display when the exception of the transparence/opacity of the

component of a substrate is decided, as a result the panel for a display is built

into a display according to whether the component of an independent electrode

and a resistance member is transparent or it is opacity (reflexibility) is decided

naturally.

[0035] A case (1) can be classified into each case shown in the table 3 of further

the following in view of above-mentioned conditions. The case (1-1) is most

excellent in adjustment with the existing manufacture process on the occasion of

manufacture especially. That is, an independent electrode and a feeder can be

constituted using the electrical conducting material layer conventionally used as

conductive reflective film (equivalent to the metal back film of a cathode-ray tube).

[0036] [Table 3]

Case Up electrode layer Substrate Display (1-1) x O TR (1-2) O O TR/RF (1-3) O
x RF [0037] A case (2) can be classified into each case shown in the table 4 of

further the following in view of above-mentioned conditions. The case (2-2) is

most excellent in adjustment with the existing manufacture process on the

occasion of manufacture especially. That is, an independent electrode and a

feeder can be constituted using the layer conventionally used as transparence

electric conduction film.

[0038] [Table 4]

Case Up electrode layer Substrate Display (2-1) x O/x RF (2-2) O O TR/RF (2-3)

O x RF [0039] About a classification of a case (3), it is the same as that of the

case (**-1) of the 1st mode - a case (**-4). Moreover, about a classification of a

case (4), it is the same as that of the case (**-1) of the 1st mode - a case (**-4).

[0040] A case (5) can be classified into each case shown in the table 5 of further

the following in view of above-mentioned conditions.

[0041]

[Table 5]



A case A resistor thin film An independent electrode A substrate A display (5-1) x

O/xO/x RF (5-2) O x O fx RF (5-3) O O x RF (5-4) O O O TR/RF [0042]

Between a resistor thin film and an independent electrode, although it originates

in the transparence of an adhesion layer / according to [ opaque ] and further

many cases are possible when the adhesion layer is prepared between a resistor

thin film and fluorescent substance layers or in these both, the matter which was

related according to the transparency mold / reflective mold of a display, and was

mentioned above in these cases is applied. That is, it is required for all the layers

that intervene between a fluorescent substance layer and a substrate to be also

transparent, and for all the components of the back panel which exists in a

service area to be transparent when it constitutes the display of a reflective mold

as well as a substrate being transparent when it constitutes the display of a

transparency mold.

[0043] The panel for a display concerning the 3rd mode of this invention for

attaining the 2nd above-mentioned purpose A substrate and two or more unit

fluorescent substance layers which emit light with the electron which came flying

from a vacuum sky period, It is the panel for a display which consists of the

anode electrode for guiding an electron toward a unit fluorescent substance layer.

An anode electrode The electric supply layer which consisted of two or more

independent electrodes prepared corresponding to the unit fluorescent substance

layer of a predetermined number, and was prepared on the substrate, The

insulating layer prepared on the electric supply layer, and the unit fluorescent

substance layer prepared on the electric supply layer or the insulating layer, It

has the independent electrode continued and prepared on the insulating layer

from the unit fluorescent substance layer, the through tube prepared in the

insulating layer, and the resistor layer embedded at the through tube, and an

independent electrode and an electric supply layer are characterized by the

resistor layer connecting.

[0044] The display concerning the 3rd mode of this invention for attaining the 2nd

above-mentioned purpose It is a display using the panel for a display applied like,



and opposite arrangement of the panel for a display and the back panel which

has two or more electron emission objects is carried out across vacuum space,

the 3rd voice of this invention - the panel for a display A substrate and two or

more unit fluorescent substance layers which emit light with the electron emitted

to throughout [ vacuum sky ] from the electron emission object, It consists of the

anode electrode for guiding an electron toward a unit fluorescent substance layer.

An anode electrode It consists of two or more independent electrodes prepared

corresponding to the unit fluorescent substance layer of a predetermined number.

The panel for a display The electric supply layer prepared on the substrate, the

insulating layer prepared on the electric supply layer, and the unit fluorescent

substance layer prepared on the electric supply layer or the insulating layer, It

has the independent electrode continued and prepared on the insulating layer

from the unit fluorescent substance layer, the through tube prepared in the

insulating layer, and the resistor layer embedded at the through tube, and an

independent electrode and an electric supply layer are characterized by the

resistor layer connecting.

[0045] the 3rd voice - in the panel for a display and display which are applied

like, the electric supply means for supplying a forward electrical potential

difference to an independent electrode from an anode electrode drive circuit is

not electric supply "a line" but electric supply "a layer." It is not necessary to

consider the layout of an electric supply means and an independent electrode in

the same field, and since the electric supply means and the independent

electrode are arranged in three dimensions through the insulating layer, in the

panel for a display and display concerning the 3rd mode, like the panel for a

display concerning the 2nd mode, and a display, it can continue all over a service

area and an electric supply means can be formed. However, it does not matter at

all even if the electric supply layer has the predetermined pattern. In the panel for

a display and display concerning the 3rd mode, since electrification removal of a

unit fluorescent substance layer may be performed through the both sides of an

electric supply layer and an independent electrode, the 1st purpose of this



invention is also attained.

[0046] the 3rd voice in the panel for a display and display which are applied

like, when preparing two or more unit fluorescent substance layers on an electric

supply layer, in order for a unit fluorescent substance layer to touch the both

sides of an electric supply layer and an independent electrode, the unit

fluorescent substance layer needs to have good insulation, but since a unit

fluorescent substance layer is mostly formed in the same field with an insulating

layer, it becomes advantageous to thin-shape-izing of the panel for a display. On

the other hand, when preparing two or more unit fluorescent substance layers on

an insulating layer, the insulating good of a unit fluorescent substance layer and

a defect do not ask.

[0047] In the panel for a display and display concerning the 3rd mode of this

invention, an independent electrode can be considered as the configuration

arranged in the shape of a matrix corresponding to the fluorescent substance

layer group who consisted of unit fluorescent substance layers of a

predetermined number. This configuration is carried out to calling the

configuration of the 3rd A. Especially the number of the unit fluorescent

substance layers which constitute the fluorescent substance layer group matched

with one independent electrode is not limited, but is good also as 1. Moreover, in

the panel for a display and display concerning the 3rd mode, an independent

electrode can also be considered as the configuration arranged in the shape of a

stripe corresponding to the fluorescent substance layer group who consisted of

two or more unit fluorescent substance layers. This configuration is carried out to

calling the configuration of the 3rd B.

[0048] the 3rd voice - the exception of the transparency mold / reflective mold of

a display when the exception of the transparence/opacity of the component of a

substrate is decided, as a result the panel for a display is built into a display also

about the panel for a display applied like according to whether the component of

an independent electrode is transparent or it is opacity (reflexibility) is decided

naturally. That is, if the up electrode layer of the above-mentioned case ** is



transposed to an independent electrode and a lower electrode layer is

transposed to an electric supply layer when two or more unit fluorescent

substance layers are prepared on an electric supply layer, the same argument as

a case (**-1) - a case (**-4) will be realized. Moreover, when two or more unit

fluorescent substance layers are prepared on an insulating layer, it is necessary

to take into consideration further the exception of the transparence/opacity of an

insulating layer. That is, if the independent electrode is opaque, all the layers

between a substrate, and a fluorescent substance layer and a substrate must be

transparence, and can constitute the panel for a display of a transparency mold,

case an independent electrode is transparent on the other hand - both a

substrate an electric supply layer and an insulating layer ~ although » if

transparent, the panel for a display of a transparency mold / reflective mold can

be constituted, and if there is at least one opaque layer among these layers, the

panel for a display of a reflective mold can be constituted.

[0049] In the display concerning the 1st mode - the 3rd mode, a cold cathode

field-electron-emission component (a field emission component is called

hereafter) is suitable as an electron emission object. Especially the form of a field

emission component may not be limited, but may be any of the Spindt mold

component, an edge mold component, a flat-surface mold component, a flat mold

component, and a crown mold component. In addition, as for an electron

emission object, it is common to be allotted to the field to which the projection

image of the 1st electrode group prolonged in the one direction where a scan

signal is inputted, and the 2nd electrode group which the video signal was

inputted and also was prolonged in the direction overlaps mutually, the 2nd mode

and the 3rd voice ~ in the display applied like, in order to attain the 3rd purpose

of this invention of preventing fluctuation of the brightness of the display screen

according to the number of the selected 2nd electrode group, an independent

electrode is arranged in the shape of a stripe -- having - and the 2nd electrode

group and abbreviation - having extended in the parallel direction is suitable.

When the 1st electrode group is a gate electrode, the 2nd electrode group is a



cathode electrode. Moreover, when the 1st electrode group is a cathode

electrode, the 2nd electrode group is a gate electrode.

[0050] In addition, the surface conduction mold electron emission component

other than each above-mentioned form and the component by which a common

name is carried out are also known as a field emission component, and it can

apply to the display concerning the 1st mode of this invention - the 3rd mode. In

a surface conduction mold electron emission component, on the substrate which

consists, for example of glass, tin oxide (Sn02), Gold (Au), indium oxide (In

203)/tin oxide (Sn02), It consists of ingredients, such as carbon and oxidization

palladium (PdO), and the thin film which has minute area is formed in the shape

of a matrix, each thin film consists of two pieces of a thin film, and the direction

wiring of a train is connected to one piece of a thin film at line writing direction

wiring and the piece of a thin film of another side. The gap of several nm is

prepared between one piece of a thin film, and the piece of a thin film of another

side. In the thin film chosen with line writing direction wiring and the direction

wiring of a train, an electron is emitted from a thin film through a gap. When the

1st electrode group is line writing direction wiring, the 2nd electrode group is the

direction wiring of a train. Moreover, when the 1st electrode group is the direction

wiring of a train, the 2nd electrode group is line writing direction wiring.

[0051] all the voice of this invention - the panel for a display applied like, and all

voice - the substrate used in the display applied like can mention a glass

substrate, the glass substrate with which the insulator layer was formed in the

front face, a quartz substrate, the quartz substrate with which the insulator layer

was formed in the front face, and the semi-conductor substrate with which the

insulator layer was formed in the front face that the front face should just consist

of insulating members at least. However, when it constitutes the panel for a

display or display of a reflective mold, a substrate does not necessarily need to

be transparent. In addition, each substrate enumerated here may constitute the

base material of a back panel.

[0052] In an independent electrode, a feeder, an electric supply layer, a lower



electrode layer, an up electrode layer, the 1st electrode group, and a list, as a

component of the 2nd electrode group A tungsten (W), niobium (Nb), a tantalum

(Ta), molybdenum (Mo), Chromium (Cr), aluminum (aluminum), copper (Cu),

gold (Au), metals, such as silver (Ag), titanium (Ti), and nickel (nickel), the alloy

containing these metallic elements, or a compound (for example, nitrides, such

as TiN, -) Semi-conductors, such as conductive metallic oxide, such as silicide

of WSi2, MoSi2, TiSi2, and TaSi2 grade, ITO (an indium and stannic acid ghost),

indium oxide, and a zinc oxide, or silicon (Si), can be illustrated. In order to

produce these members, the thin film which consists of an above-mentioned

component is formed on the body produced a film by well-known thin film coating

technology, such as a CVD method, the sputtering method, vacuum deposition,

the ion plating method, the electrolysis galvanizing method, a nonelectrolytic

plating method, screen printing, the laser ablation method, and a sol-gel method.

When a thin film is formed all over the body produced a film at this time,

patterning of the thin film is carried out using a well-known patterning technique,

and each part material is formed. Moreover, if the resist pattern is beforehand

formed on the body produced a film before forming a thin film, formation of each

part material by the lift-off method is possible. Furthermore, if it vapor-deposits or

screen-stencils using the screen which has this opening using the mask which

has opening according to the configuration of an independent electrode or a

feeder, patterning after film production will become unnecessary.

[0053] As a component of a resistor thin film or a resistor layer, refractory metal

oxides, such as semiconductor materials, such as a carbon system ingredient

and an amorphous silicon, and tantalum oxide, can be mentioned. The

production approach of a resistor thin film is the same as that of the case of

members, such as an independent electrode mentioned above and an electric

supply layer. What is necessary is for resistance to be small to extent to which

effect hardly appears in display brightness even if the voltage drop by the current

which flows towards a back panel from the panel for a display at the time of the

usual display action arises, and just to determine the pattern width of face and



the thickness of a resistor thin film at the time of generating of small-scale

discharge moreover so that it may become large to extent which can intercept

virtually the energy supply to the anode electrode which led the feeder and the

electric-supply layer from an anode electrode drive circuit. As long as these

conditions are fulfilled, resistance can be chosen in the range of several

10komega - 100 M omega of numbers. This resistance is the same also about

resistance members, such as a chip resistor. Furthermore, titanium (Ti) can be

typically used as a component of an adhesion layer.

[0054] the 3rd voice of this invention - the panel for a display and list which start

like - the 3rd voice of this invention - independent [ as a component of an

insulating layer / in Si02, SiN, SiON, SOG (spin-on glass), or a glass paste

hardened material ] in the display applied like or it can be used, combining

suitably. Well-known processes, such as a CVD method, the applying method,

the sputtering method, and screen printing, can be used for formation of an

insulating layer. In addition, these components and a formation process are

applicable also to the component and formation process of an interlayer

insulation film which are the component of a cold cathode field-electron-emission

component.

[0055]

[Embodiment of the Invention] Hereafter, with reference to a drawing, this

invention is explained based on the gestalt (it is hereafter called the gestalt of

operation for short) of operation of this invention.

[0056] (Gestalt 1 of operation) the gestalt 1 of operation ~ the 1st voice -- the

panel for a display applied like, and the 1st voice -- it is related with the display

applied like, some typical panels for a display applied to (A) - (C) of drawing 1 at

case ** -- some typical panels for a display which show a sectional view and are

applied to (A) - (C) of drawing 2 at case ** - a sectional view is shown, the

conceptual diagram of the display of the gestalt 1 of operation is shown in

drawing 3
,
and the brightness life property of a display is further shown in

drawing 4 .



[0057] Three kinds of examples of a configuration of the panel for a display

applied to (C) of (A) - drawing 1 of drawing 1 at case ** are shown. The anode

electrode 4 consists of the lower electrode layer 2 and the up electrode layer 3,

the lower electrode layer 2 is formed on a substrate 1 , the fluorescent substance

layer 5 is formed on the lower electrode layer 2, and the up electrode layer 3 is

formed on the fluorescent substance layer 5. The panel for a display shown in (A)

of drawing 1 assumes the panel for a display for monochromatic specification,

and the fluorescent substance layer 5 which emits light in green (G) as an

example is formed all over the service area. The lower electrode layer 2 and the

up electrode layer 3 have flowed mutually in the periphery section of the field

which is not illustrated, for example, a service area. The panel for a display

shown in (B) of drawing 1 assumes the panel for a display for color displays, and

the fluorescent substance layer 5 which emits light in each color of red (R), green

(G), and blue (B) is formed according to the predetermined pattern. The up

electrode layer 3 is continued and formed on the lower electrode layer 2 from the

fluorescent substance layer 5. The panel for a display by which the clearance

between each fluorescent substance layer 5 in the panel for a display shown in

(B) of drawing 1 was embedded by the black matrix 6 at (C) of drawing 1 is

shown. The up electrode layer 3 is continued and formed on the black matrix 6

from the fluorescent substance layer 5. The lower electrode layer 2 and the up

electrode layer 3 have flowed mutually in the periphery section of the field which

is not illustrated, for example, a service area. In addition, also in the panel for a

display for monochromatic specification, the fluorescent substance layer 5 may

be formed according to a predetermined pattern, and the clearance between

each fluorescent substance layer 5 may be further embedded by the black matrix

6.

[0058] In order to manufacture the panel for a display shown in (A) of drawing 1 ,

the lower electrode layer 2 which consists of ITO is first formed in general in the

thickness (typically about 0.05 micrometers) of 0.05-0.2 micrometers more

preferably in 0.01-0.5-micrometer thickness with the sputtering method or a sol-



gel method all over the service area for example, on the substrate 1 which

consists of a glass plate. Next, the fluorescent substance layer 5 is formed with

screen printing or slurry method on the lower electrode layer 2. When based on

screen printing, the fluorescent substance constituent containing a fluorescent

substance particle can be screen-stenciled on the lower electrode layer 2, and

the fluorescent substance layer 5 can be formed through desiccation and baking.

Moreover, when based on slurry method, the slurry containing a fluorescent

substance particle and photosensitive polymer can be applied on the lower

electrode layer 2, a paint film can be formed, and the fluorescent substance layer

5 can be formed by insolubilizing photosensitive polymer to a developer by

exposure. Then, the up electrode layer 3 which consists of aluminum (aluminum)

is more preferably formed in general in the thickness (typically about 0.1

micrometers) of 0.05-0.1 micrometers in 0.01-0.5-micrometer thickness, for

example by the sputtering method. In addition, nickel (nickel) and silver (Ag) can

also be used instead of aluminum as a component of the up electrode layer 3.

When manufacturing the panel for a display shown in (B) of drawing 1 , the

fluorescent substance layer 5 can be formed with screen printing or slurry

method, using three kinds of fluorescent substance constituents or three kinds of

slurries which contain ZnS:Ag, aluminum and ZnS:Ag, and CI as ZnS:Cu,

aluminum, and a blue luminescence fluorescent substance particle as a red

luminescence fluorescent substance particle, respectively as for example, Y202

S:Eu and a green luminescence fluorescent substance particle one by one.

Furthermore, when manufacturing the panel for a display shown in (C) of drawing

1 ,
after forming the black matrix 6 on the lower electrode layer 2, three kinds of

fluorescent substance constituents or three kinds of slurries can be used one by

one, and the fluorescent substance layer 5 can be formed with screen printing or

slurry method.

[0059] Three kinds of examples of a configuration of the panel for a display

concerning case ** are shown in (C) of (A) - drawing 2 of drawing 2 . The anode

electrode 4 consists of the lower electrode layer 2 and the up electrode layer 3,



the fluorescent substance layer 5 is formed on a substrate 1, the lower electrode

layer 2 is formed on the fluorescent substance layer 5, and the up electrode layer

3 is formed on the lower electrode layer 2. The panel for a display shown in (A) of

drawing 2 assumes the panel for a display for monochromatic specification, and

the fluorescent substance layer 5 which emits light in green (G) as an example is

formed all over the service area. The panel for a display shown in (B) of drawing

2 assumes the panel for a display for color displays, and the fluorescent

substance layer 5 which emits light in each color of red (R), green (G), and blue

(B) is formed according to the predetermined pattern. The lower electrode layer 2

is continued and formed on the substrate 1 from the fluorescent substance layer

5. The panel for a display by which the clearance between each fluorescent

substance layer 5 in the panel for a display shown in (B) of drawing 2 was

embedded by the black matrix 6 at (C) of drawing 2 is shown. The lower

electrode layer 2 is continued and formed on the black matrix 6 from the

fluorescent substance layer 5. In addition, also in the panel for a display for

monochromatic specification, the fluorescent substance layer 5 may be formed

according to a predetermined pattern, and the clearance between each

fluorescent substance layer 5 may be further embedded by the black matrix 6.

[0060] In order to manufacture the panel for a display shown in (A) of drawing 2 ,

the fluorescent substance layer 5 is first formed with screen printing or slurry

method all over the service area for example, on the substrate 1 which consists

of a glass plate. Next, the lower electrode layer 2 which consists of ITO on the

fluorescent substance layer 5 is formed in the thickness of about 0.05

micrometers with the sputtering method or a sol-gel method. Next, the up

electrode layer 3 with a thickness of about 0.1 micrometers which consists of

aluminum is formed by the sputtering method on the lower electrode layer 2.

When manufacturing the panel for a display shown in (B) of drawing 2 , the

fluorescent substance layer 5 can be formed with screen printing or slurry

method, using three kinds of fluorescent substance constituents or three kinds of

slurries corresponding to the three primary colors one by one. Furthermore, when



1

manufacturing the panel for a display shown in (C) of drawing 2 , after forming

the black matrix 6 on a substrate 1, three kinds of fluorescent substance

constituents or three kinds of slurries can be used one by one, and the

fluorescent substance layer 5 can be formed with screen printing or slurry

method.

[0061] The example of a configuration of the display using the panel for a display

shown at (B) of drawing 1 is shown in drawing 3 as an example. In this display,

opposite arrangement of the panel 7 for a display and the back panel 300 is

carried out, and both the panels 7,300 of each other are pasted up through the

frame which is not illustrated in each periphery section, and let closing space

between both the panels 7,300 be vacuum space VAC. The back panel 300 is

equipped with the cold cathode field-electron-emission component (a field

emission component is called hereafter) as an electron emission object. Drawing

3 shows the so-called Spindt (Spindt) mold field emission component which has

the electron emission section 35 of a cone form as an example of a field

emission component. The Spindt mold field emission component consists of the

electron emission sections 35 of the cone form formed in the opening 33

prepared in the cathode electrode 31 formed on the base material 30, the

cathode electrode 31 , the interlayer insulation film 32 formed on the base

material 30, the gate electrode 34 formed on the interlayer insulation film 32, the

gate electrode 34, and the interlayer insulation film 32. In drawing 3 , although

two or more electron emission sections 35 are matched with one unit fluorescent

substance layer 5, the electron emission section 35 is the very minute structure,

and the electron emission section 35 of hundreds - 1000 numbers may be

formed to 1 pixel in fact. A negative electrical potential difference (video signal) is

relatively impressed to the electron emission section 35 through the cathode

electrode 31 from the cathode electrode drive circuit 36, and a forward electrical

potential difference (scan signal) is impressed to it relatively [ electrode / 34 /

gate ] from the gate electrode drive circuit 37. According to the electric field

produced by these electrical-potential-difference impression, an electron is



emitted from the tip of the electron emission section 35. Since the forward

electrical potential difference higher than the forward electrical potential

difference impressed to the gate electrode 34 is impressed to the lower electrode

layer 2 of the panel 7 for a display from the anode electrode drive circuit 8, the

electron emitted from the electron emission section 35 is guided toward the

fluorescent substance layer 5. In addition, it is not restricted to the above Spindt

mold field emission components, but, as for an electron emission object, the so-

called edge mold, a flat-surface mold, flat mold, and crown mold, etc. can also

use the field emission component of other types.

[0062] Even if it uses for (A) of drawing 1 and (C) of drawing 1 , and a list each

panel for a display shown in (C) of (A) - drawing 2 of drawing 2 , a display can be

constituted similarly. Moreover, ITO with the transparent lower electrode layer 2

described so far and the up electrode layer 3 can also constitute the display of a

reflective mold or a transparency mold depending on the component of these

each part material, although the display constituted serves as a transparency

mold since opaque (it has reflexibility) aluminum and a substrate 1 consist of

glass. About these examples of a configuration, it mentions later with the gestalt

2 of operation.

[0063] The brightness life property of this display is shown in drawing 4 . The

brightness life property of the display incorporating the panel for a display which

the display which built into (A) of drawing 4 the panel for a display concerning

case ** shown in (B) of drawing 1 , and the lower electrode layer 2 were not

formed, and also was manufactured similarly is shown. The brightness life

property of the display incorporating the panel for a display which the display

which built into (B) of drawing 4 the panel for a display concerning case ** shown

in (B) of drawing 2 , and the lower electrode layer 2 were not formed, and also

was manufactured similarly is shown. Each Measuring condition is the

acceleration voltage of 6 kilovolts, and current density A/cm2 of 10micro. When
not forming the lower electrode layer 2, it will fall rapidly to near [ where

brightness is final ] the stabilization level in 500 hours of the beginning after



measurement initiation, and final stabilization level will fall to less than 40%

immediately after measurement initiation, when
[ appropriate ] it is alike and the

lower electrode layer 2 is formed, also in the display incorporating the panel for a

display concerning any of case ** and case **, the fall of brightness is loose and

its signs that about 80% of the brightness immediately after measurement

initiation is maintained also after [ of an after / measurement initiation ] 1300

hours are clear.

[0064] (Gestalt 2 of operation) the panel for a display which the gestalt 2 of

operation requires for the configuration of the 2nd C, and the 2nd voice - it is

related with the display applied like. The typical top view of the display panel of

the gestalt 2 of operation is shown in (A) of drawing 5 . To (B) (A) - (D) of drawing

5 [ of - (E) and drawing 6 ] the typical part in alignment with line X-X of (A) of

drawing 5 » a sectional view is shown, the conceptual diagram of the display of

the gestalt 2 of operation is shown in drawing 7 , and the combination of an

independent electrode and a substrate is shown in (A) (A) - (D) of drawing 8 ,

and (A) (A) - (D) of drawing 10 . [ of - (C) and drawing 9 ] [ of - (E) and drawing

11J

[0065] In the panel 100 for a display of the gestalt 2 of operation, as shown in (A)

of drawing 5 , an anode electrode consists of two or more independent

electrodes 13 prepared corresponding to the unit fluorescent substance layer of a

predetermined number, and it is arranged so that two or more of these

independent electrodes 13 may cover a service area mostly as a whole. It is

formed on the substrate 10 of the rectangle which consists of glass, and the

feeder consists of one main track 14 which extends in the direction of a short

hand, and two or more branch lines 24 which extend in parallel with the

longitudinal direction of the rectangular substrate 10 from a main track 14 at a

line writing direction, i.e., here. It connects with the feeder through the resistor

thin film 11, and, more specifically, each independent electrode 13 is connected

to the common branch line 24 for every line. A main track 14 is connected to a

connection terminal (not shown) through the derivation section 15, and this



connection terminal is further connected to the anode electrode drive circuit. In

addition, in (A) of drawing 5 , since it is easy, an anode electrode drive circuit is

expressed as the notation of a power source (5 kilovolts). The configuration of

the independent electrode 13 is a rectangle as an example here, and each

independent electrode 13 is formed corresponding to the fluorescent substance

layer group Gr who consisted of three unit fluorescent substance layers 12R,

12G, and 12B. Since green and unit fluorescent substance layer 12B emits light

in red as for unit fluorescent substance layer 12R and unit fluorescent substance

layer 12G emit light in blue, respectively, the above-mentioned fluorescent

substance layer group Gr is equivalent to 1 pixel of the usual electrochromatic

display. However, the number of the unit fluorescent substance layers which

constitute the fluorescent substance layer group Gr is not restricted to 3.

[0066] The deformation on eight kinds of structures further shown in the panel

100 for a display shown in (A) of drawing 5 at (D) of (A) - drawing 6 of drawing 6

at (E) of (B) - drawing 5 of drawing 5 and a list according to the configuration of

an independent electrode occurs. (D) of (A) - drawing 6 of drawing 6 met (E) of

(B) - drawing 5 of drawing 5 , and a list at line X-X of (A) of drawing 5 - typical ~

it is a sectional view a part. (B) of drawing 5 is the case where adjustment with

the most existing manufacture process is high, when it is going to constitute

independent electrode 13A only using the conductive reflective film which the unit

fluorescent substance layers 12R, 12G, and 12B are formed on a substrate 10, is

equivalent to the unit fluorescent substance layers 12R and 12G and the case (1)

where independent electrode 13A was prepared on 12B, and is represented by

the metal back film. (C) of drawing 5 is the case where adjustment with the most

existing manufacture process is high, when it is going to constitute independent

electrode 13B using the transparence electric conduction film which is equivalent

to the case (2) where independent electrode 13B was prepared on the substrate

10, and the unit fluorescent substance layers 12R, 12G, and 12B were formed on

independent electrode 13B, and is represented by the ITO layer. As for the case

of (D) of drawing 5 , independent electrode 13C consists of a lower electrode



layer 131 and an up electrode layer 132. The lower electrode layer 131 is formed

on a substrate 10, and the unit fluorescent substance layers 12R, 12G, and 12B

are formed on the lower electrode layer 131. It is equivalent to the case (3) where

the up electrode layer 132 was formed on unit fluorescent substance layer 12R,

and 12 G, 12B and the lower electrode layers 131, and corresponds to the

configuration divided into two or more fields to which the anode electrode in case

** of the 1st mode became independent. (E) of drawing 5 is equivalent to the

case (4) where independent electrode 13D consisted of a lower electrode layer

131 and an up electrode layer 132, the unit fluorescent substance layers 12R,

12G, and 12B were formed on the substrate 10, the lower electrode layer 131

was formed on the unit fluorescent substance layers 12R and 12G and 12B, and

the up electrode layer 132 was formed on the lower electrode layer 131 . This

corresponds to the configuration divided into two or more fields to which the

anode electrode in case ** of the 1st mode became independent.

[0067] Independent electrode 13B is prepared on a substrate 10, the resistor thin

film 1 1 extends to up to independent electrode 13B, and (A) of drawing 6 is

equivalent to the case (5) where the unit fluorescent substance layers 12R, 12G,

and 1 2B were formed on the resistor thin film 1 1 . (B) of drawing 6 is the example

which formed the adhesion layer 16 between the resistor thin film 1 1 and

independent electrode 13B in the case (5). (C) of drawing 6 is the example which

formed the adhesion layer 16 in the case (5) between the resistor thin film 1 1 and

the unit fluorescent substance layers 12R, 12G, and 12B. Furthermore, (D) of

drawing 6 is the example which prepared the adhesion layer 16 at the list for the

both sides between the resistor thin film 1 1 and the unit fluorescent substance

layers 12R, 12G, and 12B between the resistor thin film 11 and independent

electrode 13B in a case (5).

[0068] In the case shown in (E) of (B) of drawing 5 , (D) of drawing 5 , and

drawing 5 , when forming independent electrode 13A and the up electrode layer

132 using the conductive reflective film which consists of metals, such as

aluminum, these can be formed with the vacuum deposition which used the



metal mask typically. Moreover, when forming independent electrode 13B and

the lower electrode layer 131 in (E) of (C) - drawing 5 of drawing 5 , and a list

using the transparence electric conduction film in the case shown in (D) of (A) -

drawing 6 of drawing 6 , it can form by complete film production and patterning of

a transparence electrical conducting material typically.

[0069] By the way, in (B) of drawing 5 , branch line 24A is formed using

independent electrode 13A and a common electrical conducting material layer.

Moreover, in (D) of (A) - drawing 6 of drawing 6 , branch line 24B is formed in (C)

of drawing 5 , and a list using independent electrode 13B and a common

electrical conducting material layer. Furthermore, in (E) of (D) of drawing 5 , and

drawing 5 , the lower electrode layer 141 which constitutes branch lines 24C and

24D consists of the lower electrode layer 131 which constitutes the independent

electrodes 13C and 13D, and a common electrical conducting material layer, and

the up electrode layer 142 which constitutes branch lines 24C and 24D consists

of the up electrode layer 132 which constitutes the independent electrodes 13C

and 13D, and a common electrical conducting material layer. In addition, a main

track 14 and the derivation section 15 can also constitute using the independent

electrodes 13A, 13B, 13C, and 13D in each of these cases, and a common

electrical conducting material layer. That is, an independent electrode, a feeder,

and the derivation section can be formed in coincidence.

[0070] Moreover, in each case shown in (E) of (B) - drawing 5 of drawing 5 ,

although the resistor thin film 1 1 is first formed on the substrate 10 and the

independent electrodes 13A and 13B or the lower electrode layer 131 is formed

after that, this sequence may be reverse. That is, after forming an independent

electrode and an electric supply layer, the resistor thin film 1 1 may be formed so

that the branch line and independent electrode in this electric supply layer may

be connected. Furthermore, in the case shown in (E) of (D) of drawing 5 , and

drawing 5 , the resistor thin film 1 1 may be formed after formation of the up

electrode layer 132, and you may carry out between formation of the lower

electrode layer 131,141, and formation of the up electrode layer 132,142.



[0071] The example of a configuration of the display using the panel 100 for a

display shown in (D) of drawing 5 is shown in drawing 7 as an example. In this

display, opposite arrangement of the panel 100 for a display and the back panel

300 is carried out, and both the panels 100,300 of each other are pasted up

through the frame which isjiot illustrated in each periphery section, and let

closing space between both the panels 100,300 be vacuum space VAC. The

back panel 300 is equipped with the field emission component as an electron

emission object. Drawing 7 shows the so-called Spindt (Spindt) mold field

emission component which has the electron emission section 35 of a cone form

as an example of a field emission component. In addition, as an electron

emission object, it is not restricted to the above Spindt mold field emission

components, but electron emission objects, such as a so-called edge mold, flat-

surface mold, flat mold, and crown mold, are also usable. Furthermore, field

emission components from which a type differs, such as a surface conduction

mold electron emission component, can also be used.

[0072] An anode electrode divides instead of [ of a service area
] being mostly

continued and formed in the whole surface, and is formed, and the configuration

of the display concerning the gestalt 2 of operation is equivalent to the

configuration to which the area of each anode electrode was reduced. Energy
****** for initiation of discharge or continuation becomes that consequently, the

energy which the electrostatic capacity between an anode electrode (the gestalt

2 of operation independent electrode 13) and a back panel 300 decreases, and is

stored in this electrostatic capacity does not have less any longer. And since it

does not connect with an anode electrode drive circuit directly but each

independent electrode 13 is connected through the resistor thin film 11, even if

small-scale discharge occurs, it becomes possible to control growth to spark

discharge. Therefore, the gap between the panel for a display and a back panel

becomes possible
[ stabilizing and impressing the high voltage to an anode

electrode also in the so-called, comparatively small low-battery type of display ],

and the original low-battery type advantage can solve the problem of low



brightness which was demerit as it is.

[0073] By the way, about each of the panel 100 for a display shown in (E) of (B) -

drawing 5 of drawing 5 , and (A) of drawing 6 , distinction of the transparency

mold / reflective mold of the display finally constituted by the independent

electrodes 13A, 13B, 13C, and 13D, the resistor thin film 1 1 , and the list

according to the transparence of the component of a substrate 10 / pattern of

combination
[
being opaque (reflexibility) ] arises. The above-mentioned

combination pattern is explained with reference to drawing 8 - drawing 1

1

. The

combination pattern in the panel for a display which showed drawing 8 to (B) of

drawing 5 , the combination pattern in the panel for a display which showed

drawing 9 to (C) of drawing 5 , the combination pattern in the panel for a display

which showed drawing 10 to (D) of drawing 5 , and drawing 11 express the

combination pattern in the panel for a display shown in (A) of drawing 6 ,

respectively. However, in drawing 8 - drawing 1

1

, only unit fluorescent

substance layer 12R is illustrated for simplification, and the unit fluorescent

substance layers 12G and 12B are omitted.

[0074] (A) of drawing 8 shows the case where independent electrode 13A

prepared on unit fluorescent substance layer 12R consists of a nontransparent

material like for example, the conductive reflective film, in a case (1). In this case,

the display which the panel 100 for a display is not realized other than a

substrate 10 being transparent, therefore is constituted using the panel for a

display of (A) of drawing 8 serves as a transparency mold inevitably. On the

other hand, when independent electrode 13A consists of transparence electric

conduction film like ITO, substrates 10 may be transparence and opaque any.

That is, as a substrate 10 shows (B) of drawing 8 , when transparent, the display

of a transparency mold / reflective mold is constituted, and as shown in (C) of

drawing 8 , when opaque, the display of a reflective mold is constituted.

[0075] (A) of drawing 9 and (B) of drawing 9 show the case where independent

electrode 13B prepared between a substrate 10 and unit fluorescent substance

layer 12R consists of a nontransparent material like for example, the conductive



reflective film, in a case (2). In this case, the display constituted serves as a

reflective mold irrespective of whether a substrate 10 is transparent as shown in

(A) of drawing 9 , or a substrate 10 is opaque as shown in (B) of drawing 9 . (C)

of drawing 9 and (D) of drawing 9 show the case where independent electrode

13B consists of a transparent material like ITO. In this case, if the substrate 10 is

transparent as shown in (C) of drawing 9 , the display of a transparency mold /

reflective mold can be constituted, and if the substrate 10 is opaque as shown in

(D) of drawing 9 , the display of a reflective mold can be constituted.

[0076] (A) of drawing 10 shows the case where the up electrode layer 132

prepared on unit fluorescent substance layer 12R consists of a nontransparent

material like for example, the conductive reflective film, in a case (3). In this case,

the display which the panel 100 for a display is not realized other than the both

sides of the up electrode layer 131 and a substrate 10 being transparent,

therefore is constituted using the panel for a display of (A) of drawing 10 serves

as a transparency mold inevitably. (B) of drawing 10 and (C) of drawing 10 show

the case where the lower electrode layer 131 prepared between a substrate 10

and unit fluorescent substance layer 12R consists of a nontransparent material

like for example, the conductive reflective film. In this case, the display

constituted serves as a reflective mold irrespective of whether a substrate 10 is

transparent as shown in (B) of drawing 10 , or a substrate 10 is opaque as shown

in (C) of drawing 10 . Furthermore, (E) of (D) of drawing 10 and drawing 10

shows the case where both the lower electrode layer 131 and the up electrode

layer 132 are transparent, if in such a case its substrate 10 is transparent as

shown in (D) of drawing 10 , it can constitute the display of a transparency mold /

reflective mold, and if the substrate 10 is opaque as shown in (E) of drawing 10 ,

it can constitute the display of a reflective mold. In addition, the combination

pattern shown in (A) of drawing 10 - drawing 10 (E) is applied also like case ** of

the 1st mode of this invention.

[0077] In addition, in case ** of the 1st mode of this invention, independent

electrode 13D which consists of the lower electrode layer 131 concerning a case



(4) and the up electrode layer 132 corresponds, when divided into two or more

fields to which the both sides of a lower electrode layer and an up electrode layer

became independent. Although illustration is omitted, when the up electrode

layer 132 of independent electrode 13D consists of a nontransparent material like

for example, the conductive reflective film, the display with which the panel for a

display all is not realized other than being transparent, therefore the lower

electrode layer 131 and a substrate 10 are constituted serves as a transparency

mold inevitably. On the other hand, if the lower electrode layer 131 is opaque

when the up electrode layer 132 consists of a transparent material like ITO, a

substrate 10 will not be caused transparently/opaquely, but a display will serve

as a reflective mold. Furthermore, when both the up electrode layer 132 and the

lower electrode layer 131 are transparent, if the substrate 10 is transparent, a

display will serve as a reflective mold / transparency mold, and if the substrate 10

is opaque, a display will serve as a reflective mold.

[0078] (A) of drawing 1

1

shows the case where the resistor thin film 1 1 which

extended to up to independent electrode 13B consists of a nontransparent

material like for example, the conductive reflective film, in a case (5). In this case,

it is not involved independently [ the transparence/opacity of a substrate 10 ] the

exception of the transparence/opacity of independent electrode 13B, but the

display constituted serves as a reflective mold. If independent electrode 13B is

opaque as shown in (B) of drawing 1

1

when the resistor thin film 1 1 consists of a

transparent material like tantalum oxide, the display of a reflective mold can be

constituted irrespective of the transparence of a substrate 10 / opaque exception,

and if transparence and a substrate 10 have opaque independent electrode 13B

as shown in (C) of drawing 1

1

, the display of a reflective mold can be constituted

too. Furthermore, when the resistor thin film 11, independent electrode 13B, and

a substrate 10 are transparent, the display of a transparency mold / reflective

mold as shown in (D) of drawing 1

1

can be constituted.

[0079] In addition, the type of the display which may be constituted when an

adhesion layer is prepared between a resistor thin film and an independent



electrode is shown in the following table 6. The type of the display which may be

constituted when an adhesion layer is prepared between a resistor thin film and a

unit fluorescent substance layer is shown in Table 7. Furthermore, the type of the

display which may be constituted when an adhesion layer is prepared for the

both sides between a resistor thin film and an independent electrode and

between a resistor thin film and a unit fluorescent substance layer is shown in

Table 8.

[0080]

[Table 6]

Resistor thin film x O O O O An adhesion layer O/xxOOOAn independent

electrode O/xO/xxOO substrate O/x O/x O/x x O display RF RF RF RF TR/RF

[0081]

[Table 7]

An adhesion layer x O O O O Resistor thin film O/x x O O O An independent

electrode O/xO/xxOO substrate O/x O/x O/x x O display RF RF RF RF TR/RF

[0082]

[Table 8]

An adhesion layer x O O O O O Resistor thin film O/x x O O O O An adhesion

layer O /x O/x x O O O An independent electrode O /x O/x O/x x O O substrate

O/x O/x O/x O/xx O display RF RFRF RF RFTR/RF [0083] (Gestalt 3 of

operation) The gestalt 3 of operation is related with the panel for a display by

which one independent electrode was prepared as other examples of the panel

for a display concerning the configuration of the 2nd C corresponding to one unit

fluorescent substance layer, the typical part which showed the typical top view of

the panel for a display of the gestalt 3 of operation to (A) of drawing 12 , and met

(B) - (E) of drawing 12 at line X-X of (A) of drawing 12 ~ a sectional view is

shown. As shown in (A) of drawing 12 , the anode electrode in this panel 101 for

a display consists of two or more independent electrodes 113 prepared in the

shape of a matrix corresponding to every one of the unit fluorescent substance

layers 1 12R and 1 12G, and it is arranged so that two or more of these



independent electrodes 113 may cover a service area mostly as a whole. It is

formed on the substrate 1 10 of the rectangle which consists of glass, and the

feeder consists of one main track 114 which extends in the direction of a short

hand of a substrate 110, and two or more branch lines 124 which extend from a

main track 114 in parallel with a line writing direction, i.e., the longitudinal

direction of the rectangular substrate 110. It connects with the feeder through the

resistor thin film 111, and, more specifically, each independent electrode 1 13 is

connected to the common branch line 124 for every line. A main track 1 14 is

connected to a connection terminal (not shown) through the derivation section

115, and this connection terminal is further connected to the anode electrode

drive circuit. In addition, in (A) of drawing 12 , since it is easy, an anode electrode

drive circuit is expressed as the notation of a power source (5 kilovolts). The

configuration of the independent electrode 1 13 is a rectangle as an example here,

and each independent electrode 1 13 is formed corresponding to each of one unit

fluorescent substance layers 112R (red) and 112G (green). In addition, although

not illustrated on account of a tooth space to (A) - (E) of drawing 12 , the

independent electrode 113 is formed similarly on a blue unit fluorescent

substance layer.

[0084] There is deformation on the structure of further some in the panel 101 for

a display shown in (A) of drawing 12 according to the configuration of the

independent electrode 113. The example is shown in (E) of (B) - drawing 12 of

drawing 12 . (E) of (B) - drawing 12 of drawing 12 met line X-X of (A) of drawing

12 ~ typical - it is a sectional view a part. (B) of drawing 12 is the case where

adjustment with the most existing manufacture process is high, when it is going

to constitute independent electrode 113A using the conductive reflective film

which is equivalent to the case (1) where the unit fluorescent substance layers

1 12R and 1 12G were formed on the substrate 110, and independent electrode

113A was prepared on unit fluorescent substance layer 112R and 112G, and is

represented by the metal back film. (C) of drawing 12 is the case where

adjustment with the most existing manufacture process is high, when it is going



to constitute independent electrode 113B using the transparence electric

conduction film which is equivalent to the case (2) where independent electrode

1 13B was prepared on the substrate 110, and the unit fluorescent substance

layers 112R and 112G were formed on the independent electrode 113, and is

represented by the ITO layer. As for the case of (D) of drawing 12 , independent

electrode 1 13C consists of a lower electrode layer 231 and an up electrode layer

232. The lower electrode layer 231 is formed on a substrate 110, and the unit

fluorescent substance layers 1 12R and 1 12G are formed on the lower electrode

layer 231 . It is equivalent to the case (3) where the up electrode layer 232 was

formed on the unit fluorescent substance layers 1 12R and 1 12G and the lower

electrode layer 231, and corresponds to the configuration divided into two or

more fields to which the anode electrode in case ** of the 1st mode of this

invention became independent. Furthermore, (E) of drawing 12 is equivalent to

the case (4) where independent electrode 1 13D consisted of a lower electrode

layer 231 and an up electrode layer 232, the unit fluorescent substance layers

1 12R and 1 12G were formed on the substrate 110, the lower electrode layer 231

was formed on unit fluorescent substance layer 1 12R and 1 12G, and the up

electrode layer 232 was formed on the lower electrode layer 231. This

corresponds to the configuration divided into two or more fields to which the

anode electrode in case ** of the 1st mode became independent. In addition, the

configuration of the case (5) where the resistor thin film 1 1 1 extended to up to

independent electrode 1 13B in the display panel shown in (C) of drawing 12 is

also possible. Branch lines 124A, 124B, 124C, and 124D are formed using the

independent electrodes 113A, 113B, 113C, and 11 3D and a common electrical

conducting material layer, respectively. Namely, the lower electrode layer 241

which constitutes branch lines 124A, 124B, 124C, and 124D It consists of the

lower electrode layer 231 which constitutes the independent electrodes 1 13A,

113B, 113C, and 11 3D, and a common electrical conducting material layer. The

up electrode layer 242 which constitutes branch lines 124A, 124B, 124C, and

124D consists of the up electrode layer 232 which constitutes the independent



electrodes 113A, 113B, 113C, and 113D, and a common electrical conducting

material layer.

[0085] The independent electrodes 113A, 113B, 113C, and 11 3D of the panel

101 for a display of the gestalt 3 of operation can be formed like the independent

electrodes 13A, 13B, 13C, and 13D of the panel 100 for a display of the gestalt 2

of operation, respectively. The resistor thin film 1 1 1 of the panel 101 for a display

of the gestalt 3 of operation can be formed like the resistor thin film 1 1 of the

panel 100 for a display of the gestalt 2 of operation. The main track 1 14 of the

panel 101 for a display of the gestalt 3 of operation, branch lines 124,124A, 124B,

124C, and 124D, and the derivation section 115 can be formed like the main

track 14 of the panel 100 for a display of the gestalt 2 of operation, branch lines

24, 24A, 24B, 24C, and 24D, and the derivation section 15, respectively.

Moreover, the case explained using drawing 8 - drawing 1

1

is altogether applied

also about the panel 101 for a display of the gestalt 3 of operation.

[0086] Furthermore, the panel 101 for a display of the gestalt 3 of operation is

incorporable into a display as well as the panel 100 for a display of the gestalt 2

of operation. In the display constituted using the panel 101 for a display of the

gestalt 3 of operation, electrostatic capacity is further reduced rather than it can

set to the display constituted using the panel 100 for a display of the gestalt 2 of

operation.

[0087] (Gestalt 4 of operation) The gestalt 4 of operation is related with the panel

for a display which requires an independent electrode for the configuration of the

2nd D of this invention arranged in the shape of a stripe, the typical part which

showed the notional top view of the panel for a display of the gestalt 4 of

operation to (A) of drawing 13 , and (B), and met line X-X of (B) of drawing 13 -

a sectional view is shown in (A) - (D) of drawing 14 . The anode electrode in this

panel 102 for a display consists of two or more independent electrodes 213

prepared in the shape of a stripe corresponding to the fluorescent substance

layer group Gr1 who consists of unit fluorescent substance layers of a

predetermined number, as shown in (A) of drawing 13 . The fluorescent



substance layer group Gr1 is the aggregate of two or more unit fluorescent

substance layers arranged in the shape of [ which emits light in one color in the

three primary colors along the direction of a short hand of a substrate 210 ] a

stripe. That is, the independent electrode 213 in the panel 102 for a display is

formed corresponding to two or more pixels. It is arranged so that two or more of

these independent electrodes 213 may cover a service area mostly as a whole.

Although the stripe is prolonged in (A) of drawing 13 in parallel with the direction

of a train of a short hand, i.e., the direction of the rectangular substrate 210, you

may extend in the longitudinal direction. On a substrate 210, one feeder 214 is

formed in parallel along one long side, and each independent electrode 213 is

connected to the feeder 214 through the resistor thin film 21 1 . The configuration

of the independent electrode 213 is a strip of paper-like as an example here.

[0088] In the panel 103 for a display shown in (B) of drawing 13 , the

independent electrode 213 in the panel 102 for a display is divided for every color

further in three primary colors. That is, the independent electrode 313 of the

panel 103 for a display is formed corresponding to one fluorescent substance

layer group Gr2. This fluorescent substance layer group Gr2 is the aggregate of

two or more unit fluorescent substance layers arranged in the shape of a stripe

for every color [ any ] in three primary colors. On a substrate 310, one feeder 314

is formed in parallel along one long side, and each independent electrode 313 is

connected to the feeder 314 through the resistor thin film 31 1 . A feeder 214,314

is connected to the connection terminal which was prepared in the edge of the

panel 102,103 for a display and which is not illustrated, and this connection

terminal is further connected to the anode electrode drive circuit. In addition, in

(A) of drawing 13 , and (B) of drawing 13 , since it is easy, an anode electrode

drive circuit is expressed as the notation of a power source (5 kilovolts).

[0089] According to the configuration of the independent electrode 213,313, the

deformation on some structures exists in the panel 102 for a display shown in (A)

of drawing 13 , and the panel 103 for a display shown in (B) of drawing 13 ,

respectively. As an example, although the modification on the structure of the



panel 103 for a display is shown in (D) of (A) - drawing 14 of drawing 14 , the

same is said of the panel 102 for a display. Drawing 14 shows only the red (R)

fluorescent substance layer group Gr2 as an example of representation among

the three primary colors. (A) of drawing 14 is the case where adjustment with the

most existing manufacture process is high, when it is going to constitute

independent electrode 31 3A only using the conductive reflective film which is

equivalent to the case (1) where the fluorescent substance layer group Gr2 was

formed on the substrate 310, and independent electrode 313A was prepared on

the fluorescent substance layer group Gr2, and is represented by the metal back

film. (B) of drawing 14 is the case where adjustment with the most existing

manufacture process is high, when it is going to constitute independent electrode

31 3B using the transparence electric conduction film which is equivalent to the

case (2) where independent electrode 31 3B was prepared on the substrate 310,

and the fluorescent substance layer group Gr2 was formed on independent

electrode 31 3B, and is represented by the ITO layer. As for the case of (C) of

drawing 14, independent electrode 31 3C consists of a lower electrode layer 331

and an up electrode layer 332. The lower electrode layer 331 is formed on a

substrate 310, and the fluorescent substance layer group Gr2 is formed on the

lower electrode layer 331. It is equivalent to the case (3) where the up electrode

layer 332 was formed on the fluorescent substance layer group Gr2 and the

lower electrode layer 331, and corresponds to the configuration divided into two

or more fields to which the anode electrode in case ** of the 1st mode of this

invention became independent. As for (D) of drawing 14, independent electrode

31 3D consists of a lower electrode layer 331 and an up electrode layer 332. The

fluorescent substance layer group Gr2 is formed on a substrate 310, and the

lower electrode layer 331 is formed on the fluorescent substance layer group Gr2.

It is equivalent to the case (4) where the up electrode layer 332 was formed on

the lower electrode layer 331 , and corresponds to the configuration divided into

two or more fields to which the anode electrode which can case ** Set the 1st

mode of this invention became independent. Furthermore, in the panel for a



display shown in (B) of drawing 14, the configuration of the case (5) where the

resistor thin film 311 extended to up to independent electrode 313B is also

possible. Feeders 314A, 314B, 314C, and 314D are formed using the

independent electrodes 31 3A, 31 3B, 31 3C, and 31 3D and a common electrical

conducting material layer, respectively. Namely, the lower electrode layer 341

which constitutes Feeders 314A, 314B, 314C, and 314D It consists of the lower

electrode layer 331 which constitutes the independent electrodes 31 3A, 31 3B,

31 3C, and 31 3D, and a common electrical conducting material layer. The up

electrode layer 342 which constitutes Feeders 314A, 314B, 314C, and 314D

consists of the up electrode layer 332 which constitutes the independent

electrodes 31 3A, 31 3B, 31 3C, and 31 3D, and a common electrical conducting

material layer.

[0090] The independent electrodes 313.313A, 313B, 313C, and 313D of the

panel 103 for a display can be formed in the independent electrode 213 of the

panel 102 for a display of the gestalt 4 of operation, and a list like the

independent electrodes 13A, 13B, 13C, and 13D of the panel 100 for a display of

the gestalt 2 of operation, respectively. Each can form the resistor thin film 21 1 of

the panel 102 for a display of the gestalt 4 of operation, and the resistor thin film

31 1 of the panel 103 for a display like the resistor thin film 1 1 of the panel 100 for

a display of the gestalt 2 of operation. Each can form the feeder 214 of the panel

102 for a display of the gestalt 4 of operation, and the feeder 314 of the panel

103 for a display like the feeder of the panel 100 for a display of the gestalt 2 of

operation. Moreover, the case explained using drawing 8 - drawing 11 is

altogether applied also about the panel 102,103 for a display of the gestalt 4 of

operation.

[0091] Furthermore, the panel 102,103 for a display of the gestalt 4 of operation

is incorporable into a display as well as the panel 100 for a display of the gestalt

2 of operation, usually, in the display which has the fluorescent substance layer

group of the shape of such a stripe In the panel 102 for a display which the so-

called line sequential display is performed, for example, was shown in (A) of



drawing 13 It is extent which only severalmicro about A current usually flows to

one independent electrode 213, therefore the voltage drop by the above-

mentioned resistor thin film 21 1 becomes about dozens of volts from several

volts, and can usually be disregarded to the anode electrical potential difference

of several kilovolts order. Therefore, in the display constituted using the panel

102,103 for a display of the gestalt 4 of operation, it becomes possible to

stabilize and impress the high voltage to an anode electrode (namely, two or

more independent electrodes 213,313), without producing the fall of brightness

as a matter of fact.

[0092] (Gestalt 5 of operation) The gestalt 5 of operation is related with the panel

for a display concerning the configuration of the 2nd A of this invention, and the

configuration of the 2nd B. The typical top view of panel 103A for a display which

starts the configuration of the 2nd A at (A) of drawing 15 is shown. In this panel

103A for a display, the independent electrode 313 is arranged in the shape of a

stripe corresponding to the fluorescent substance layer group who consisted of

two or more unit fluorescent substance layers, a feeder consists of two or more

unit feeders 315, and the unit feeder 315 is connected to each independent

electrode 313. That is, each unit feeder 315 is formed corresponding to each

independent electrode 313. In addition, in (A) of drawing 15, hatching was

performed to the independent electrode 313 for clarification. This number is only

instantiation although the number of the illustrated independent electrodes 313 is

16. At the edge of panel 103A for a display, the connection terminal which is not

illustrated is prepared in the end of the unit feeder 315, and each unit feeder 315

is connected to anode electrode drive circuit 31 7A through the connection

terminal. Thus, even if it is only the configuration which divided the anode

electrode, the reduction effectiveness of electrostatic capacity can be acquired,

but with the gestalt 5 of operation, in order to enable a halt of the energy supply

to the independent electrode 313 at the time of discharge generating temporarily

or to acquire a brightness stabilization effect further, a resistance member is

prepared in each unit feeder 315. In the example shown in (A) of drawing 15, the



100-M omega resistance member 316 is inserted in the middle of wiring

connected to each unit feeder 315 into anode electrode drive circuit 31 7A, each

wiring is connected to a common power-source line, and the forward electrical

potential difference of 5 kilovolts is impressed to each independent electrode 313

through this power-source line from the power source built in anode electrode

drive circuit 31 7A. In addition, (A) of drawing 15 is an equal circuit-expression,

and in a practical configuration, as shown, for example in (A) of drawing 16, each

unit feeder 315 is connected to anode electrode drive circuit 31 7A which was

formed even on the invalid field of panel 103A for a display, and was brought

together in one place of the edge of panel 103A for a display, for example, was

equipped with the resistance member through the connecting means 318. In

addition, the independent electrode 313 may have what kind of configuration of a

case (1) - a case (4). In addition, as a connecting means 318, a flexible printed

wiring board and a bonding wire can be illustrated. When a connecting means

318 is a flexible printed wiring board, a resistance member can be inserted in the

middle of wiring which ties each independent electrode 313 and the connection

terminal of anode electrode drive circuit 31 7A corresponding to this. Moreover,

desired resistance can be given to the bonding wire to be used when the

connection member 318 is a bonding wire.

[0093] The typical top view of the back panel 300 which has two or more electron

emission objects by which opposite arrangement is carried out across the above-

mentioned panel 103A for a display and vacuum space is shown in (B) of

drawing 15. The electron emission object is arranged on the field (namely,

duplication field) to which the projection image of the 1st electrode group

(specifically two or more gate electrodes 34) prolonged in the one direction

where a scan signal is inputted, and the 2nd electrode group (specifically two or

more cathode electrodes 31) which the video signal was inputted and also was

prolonged in the direction overlaps mutually. A scan signal is inputted from the

gate electrode drive circuit 37, and a video signal is inputted from the cathode

electrode drive circuit 36. the independent electrode 313 shown in (A) of drawing



15 - the 2nd electrode group 31, i.e., two or more cathode electrodes, and

abbreviation - it has extended in the parallel direction. Here, although the

number of the independent electrode 313 and the number of the cathode

electrode 31 were made the same, two or more cathode electrodes 31 and one

independent electrode 313 may correspond. In this configuration, an electron is

substantially emitted to coincidence from a desired duplication field in the

duplication field located on each electrode which constitutes the 1st electrode

group.

[0094] In (B) of drawing 15, for clarification, the cathode electrode 31 (the

electrical potential difference of +50 volts is impressed from the cathode

electrode drive circuit 36) in the condition of not choosing is expressed with thin

hatching, and the cathode electrode 31 (similarly the electrical potential

difference of 0 volt is impressed) of a selection condition is expressed with deep

hatching. That the value of 0 volts or more and less than +50 volts can be taken

according to gradation (middle gradation), since it is easy here, the video signal

impressed to the cathode electrode 31 of a selection condition is considered as 0

volt from which the maximum brightness (full gradation) is obtained. On the other

hand, about the gate electrode 34, the condition (the electrical potential

difference of 0 volt is impressed from the gate electrode drive circuit 37) of not

choosing is displayed by void, and a selection condition (similarly the electrical

potential difference of +50 volts is impressed) is expressed with hatching. The

field (duplication field) with which the projection image of the cathode electrode

31 and the gate electrode 34 laps is equivalent to 1 pixel with monochromatic

specification equipment, and is equivalent to 1 subpixel in a electrochromatic

display, and two or more field emission components are usually allotted to one

duplication field. The duplication field of the selected cathode electrode 31 and

the selected gate electrode 34 is a selection pixel (or selection subpixel), and is

expressed as with a circle [ white ] all over drawing. The gate electrode 34 is

made to call the m-th line, the cathode electrode 31, and the independent

electrode 313 the n-th train from the left in order from a top to the bottom on the



right.

[0095] As now shown in (B) of drawing 15, selection of the gate electrode 34 of

the 2nd line is received. For example, five cathode electrodes, the 2nd train, the

6th train, the 9th train, the 11th train, and the 14th train, 31 are chosen.

Supposing the current of ImicroA flows at the time of full gradation from each of

five independent electrodes, the 2nd train which meets each of these cathode

electrodes 31, the 6th train, the 9th train, the 11th train, and the 14th train, 313, a

voltage drop will become 1 micro Ax100 M omega = 0.1 kilovolts. That is,

acceleration voltage becomes 5-0.1=4.9 kilovolt between the cathode electrode

31 of which train, and the independent electrode 313. Since there are few

currents than ImicroA at the time of middle gradation, a voltage drop also

becomes smaller than 0.1 kilovolts. Anyway, by having divided the anode

electrode into two or more independent electrodes 313, it does not depend on

the number of the selected cathode electrode 31, a voltage drop always cannot

happen only within fixed limits (the above-mentioned example 0.1 kilovolts), and

the brightness of the display screen is stable with this. In addition, what is

necessary is just to arrange the independent electrode 313 to the gate electrode

34 and abbreviation parallel contrary to the example mentioned above, in

inputting a scan signal into the cathode electrode 31 and inputting a video signal

into the gate electrode 34, respectively.

[0096] (B) of drawing 16 is drawing showing typically panel 103B for a display

concerning the configuration of the 2nd B. In this panel 103B for a display,

although the configuration of the independent electrode 313 is the same as that

of panel 103A for a display, the resistance member 316 is inserted in the halfway

section of each unit feeder 315. As a resistance member 316, a chip resistor or a

resistor thin film can be used, for example. In addition, as (B) of drawing 16 is an

equal circuit-expression and the practical configuration was shown, for example

in (A) of drawing 16, each unit feeder 315 can be brought together in one place

of the edge of panel 103B for a display, and it can connect with anode electrode

drive circuit 31 7B which does not contain a resistance member using a



connecting means 318 similarly.

[0097] (Gestalt 6 of operation) The gestalt 6 of operation is related with the panel

for a display concerning the configuration of the 3rd A. The typical top view of the

panel for a display of the gestalt 6 of operation is shown in (A) of drawing 17, and

the enlarged drawing near the independent electrode is shown in (B) of drawing

17. (A) of drawing 18 and (B) show the deformation on two typical kinds in

alignment with line X-X of (A) of drawing 17 are a sectional view a part and

corresponding to the configuration of an independent electrode of structures.

[0098] In the panel 104 for a display of the gestalt 6 of operation The electric

supply layer 414 which the anode electrode consisted of two or more

independent electrodes 413 prepared corresponding to the unit fluorescent

substance layers 412R, 412G, and 412B of a predetermined number, and was

prepared on the substrate 410, The insulating layer 417 prepared on the electric

supply layer 414, and the unit fluorescent substance layers 41 2R, 41 2G, and

41 2B prepared on the electric supply layer 414 or the insulating layer 417, Unit

fluorescent substance layer 41 2R and the independent electrode 413 continued

and prepared on the 412 insulating layer 417 from G and 41 2B, It has the

through tube 416 prepared in the insulating layer 417, and the resistor layer 41

1

embedded at the through tube 416, and the independent electrode 413 and the

electric supply layer 414 are connected by the resistor layer 411. The electric

supply layer 414 is formed on a substrate 410 so that a service area may be

covered mostly, and it is arranged so that the independent electrode 413 may

also cover a service area mostly as a whole. In addition, the electric supply layer

414 may be formed in the desired configuration. Each independent electrode 413

is formed corresponding to the fluorescent substance layer group Gr who

consisted of unit fluorescent substance layers 412R, 412G, and 412B so that it

may expand to (B) of drawing 17 and may be shown. In addition, arrangement of

the unit fluorescent substance layers 41 2R, 41 2G, and 41 2B shown in (B) of

drawing 17 is expedient arrangement for making consistency have with the

sectional view shown in drawing 18, and is not restricted to the example



illustrated.

[0099] The panel 104 for a display shown in (A) of drawing 17 has two kinds of

configurations shown in (A) of drawing 18, and (B) of drawing 18 according to the

configuration of the independent electrode 413. (A) of drawing 18 shows the

configuration in which the unit fluorescent substance layers 41 2R, 41 2G, and

41 2B were formed on the electric supply layer 414, and (B) of drawing 18 shows

the configuration with which the unit fluorescent substance layers 412R, 412G,

and 41 2B were formed on the insulating layer 417. (A) of drawing 18 is a

possible configuration when the resistivity of the unit fluorescent substance

layers 412R, 412G, and 412B is high enough, and it is a configuration

advantageous to flattening of the panel for a display, as a result thin-shape-izing

of the display constituted using this. (B) of drawing 18 is a suitable configuration

when the resistivity of the unit fluorescent substance layers 41 2R, 41 2G, and

41 2B runs short. In addition, the independent electrodes 41 3A and 41 3B may

have the two-layer configuration of a lower electrode layer and the up electrode

layer prepared on it like case ** of the 1st mode.

[0100] Although distinction of the transparency mold / reflective mold of the

display finally constituted about the configuration shown in (A) of drawing 18

according to the transparence of the component of a substrate 410, the electric

supply layer 414, and independent electrode 41 3A / pattern of combination

[ being opaque (reflexibility) ] arises, this distinction is substantially equal to the

example explained while referring to drawing 10. Although the example of

combination continues more variably since an insulating layer 417 joins these

each class about the configuration shown in (B) of drawing 18 If there is also one

layer opaque to a substrate 410 side, a display will serve as a reflective mold

from the unit fluorescent substance layers 412R, 412G, and 412B. The

fundamental view that it will become a transparency mold if independent

electrode 41 3B is opaque, and it can become both a transparency mold and a

reflective mold if any layer and substrate are also transparent is common to

which case. For example, the electric supply layer 414 can be constituted using



the transparence electric conduction film represented by the ITO layer, the

independent electrodes 41 3A and 413B can be constituted using the conductive

reflective film represented by the metal back film, and the display at this time

serves as a transparency mold.

[0101] By the panel 104 for a display of the gestalt 6 of operation, since it

becomes unnecessary to form a feeder in the same field as the independent

electrodes 413A and 413B, densification of the arrangement of a unit fluorescent

substance layer can be carried out. Therefore, in the display incorporating this

panel 104 for a display, it becomes possible to attain a screen display with more

high definition.

[0102] (Gestalt 7 of operation) The gestalt 7 of operation is related with the panel

for a display by which one independent electrode was prepared as other

examples of the panel for a display concerning the configuration of the 3rd A

corresponding to one unit fluorescent substance layer. The typical top view of the

panel for a display of the gestalt 7 of operation is shown in (A) of drawing 19, and

the enlarged drawing near the independent electrode is shown in (B) of drawing

19. (A) of drawing 20 and (B) show the deformation on two typical kinds in

alignment with line X-X of (A) of drawing 19 are a sectional view a part and

corresponding to the configuration of an independent electrode of structures.

[0103] In the panel 105 for a display of the gestalt 7 of operation The electric

supply layer 514 which the anode electrode consisted of two or more

independent electrodes 513 prepared corresponding to every one of the unit

fluorescent substance layers 512R, 512G, and 512B, and was prepared on the

substrate 510, The insulating layer 517 prepared on the electric supply layer 514,

and the unit fluorescent substance layers 51 2R, 51 2G, and 51 2B prepared on

the electric supply layer 514 or the insulating layer 517, Unit fluorescent

substance layer 51 2R and the independent electrode 513 continued and

prepared on the 512 insulating layer 517 from G and 51 2B, It has the through

tube 516 prepared in the insulating layer 517, and the resistor layer 511

embedded at the through tube 516, and the independent electrode 513 and the



electric supply layer 514 are connected by the resistor layer 51 1. The electric

supply layer 514 is formed on a substrate 510 so that a service area may be

covered mostly, and it is arranged so that the independent electrode 513 may

also cover a service area mostly as a whole. In addition, the electric supply layer

514 may be formed in the same pattern as the independent electrode 513.

[0104] Drawing 20 expresses two kinds of configurations of the panel 105 for a

display shown in (A) of drawing 19. A unit fluorescent substance layer shows the

configuration with which it was prepared on the electric supply layer 514, and, as

for (A) of drawing 20, 512R, 512G, and 512B show [ the unit fluorescent

substance layers 512R, 512G, and 512B ] the configuration with which it was

prepared on the insulating layer 517, as for (B) of drawing 20. the No. 500 sign

used by drawing 19 and drawing 20 and the No. 400 sign used by drawing 17

and drawing 18 express the member which corresponds by double figures the

bottom, and since explanation of each part material is common in the gestalt 6 of

operation, it is omitted.

[0105] The panel 105 for a display of the gestalt 7 of operation is also

incorporable into a display as well as the panel 100 for a display of the gestalt 2

of operation. Although the number of the independent electrodes 513 becomes

huge when forming the independent electrode 513 like the panel 105 for a

display of the gestalt 7 of operation corresponding to every one of the unit

fluorescent substance layers 512R, 512G, and 512B, good screen definition can

be attained by the electric supply layer 514 and the independent electrode 513

being arranged in three dimensions through an insulating layer 517.

[0106] (Gestalt 8 of operation) The gestalt 8 of operation is related with the panel

106 for a display which requires an independent electrode for the configuration of

the 3rd B of this invention prepared in the shape of a stripe, the typical top view

of this panel 106 for a display was shown in (A) of drawing 21 , and (B) of drawing

21 and (C) met line X-X of (A) of drawing 21 - typical ~ it is a sectional view a

part, the No. 600 sign used by drawing 21 and the No. 500 sign used by drawing

19 and drawing 20 express the member which corresponds by double figures the



bottom. In the panel 106 for a display of the gestalt 8 of operation, unit

fluorescent substance layer 51 2R in the panel 105 for a display of the gestalt 7 of

operation is transposed to the fluorescent substance layer group Gr who extends

in the shape of a stripe, and detailed explanation is omitted. The panel 106 for a

display of the gestalt 8 of operation is also incorporable into a display as well as

the panel 100 for a display of the gestalt 2 of operation.

[0107] As mentioned above, although this invention was explained based on the

gestalt of operation, this invention is not limited to these. The details of the

structure of the panel for a display and the details of the structure of the display

which applied this panel for a display are instantiation, and modification, selection,

and combination are possible for them suitably. Moreover, modification, selection,

and combination are possible suitably also about the component and the

formation approach which were used for the panel for a display.

[0108] A field emission component is not restricted to the Spindt mold field

emission component, but field emission components, such as an edge mold, flat-

surface mold, flat mold, and crown mold, can also be used for it.

[0109] It consists of gate electrodes 703 formed on the interlayer insulation film

702 formed on the electron emission layer 701 formed on the base material 700,

and a base material 700 and the electron emission layer 701, and the interlayer

insulation film 702, opening 704 is formed in the gate electrode 703 and the

interlayer insulation film 702, and edge 701A of the electron emission layer 701

has exposed to the pars basilaris ossis occipitalis of opening 704 the typical edge

mold field emission component which shows a sectional view in part to (A) of

drawing 22. By impressing an electrical potential difference to the electron

emission layer 701 and the gate electrode 703, an electron is emitted from edge

section 701A of the electron emission layer 701. In addition, the crevice 705 may

be formed in the base material 700 under the electron emission layer 701 in

opening 704 as shown in (B) of drawing 22. Or 1st gate electrode 703A typical

again formed on the base material 700 in the sectional view as a part was shown

in (C) of drawing 22, 1st interlayer insulation film 702A formed on a base material



700 and 1st gate electrode 703A, It can also constitute from the 2nd gate

electrode 703 formed on 2nd interlayer insulation film 702B formed in the

electron emission layer 701 formed on 1st interlayer insulation film 702A, and the

1st interlayer insulation film 702A and the electron emission layer 701, and 2nd

interlayer insulation film 702B. And opening 704 is formed in 2nd gate electrode

703B, the 2nd interlayer insulation film 702B, the electron emission layer 70, and

1st interlayer insulation film 702A, and the edge of the electron emission layer

701 is exposed to the side attachment wall of opening 704. An electron is emitted

from edge 701 B of the electron emission layer 701 by impressing an electrical

potential difference to electron emission layer 701 list at 1st gate electrode 703A

and 2nd gate electrode 703B.

[0110] It consists of gate electrodes 703 formed on the interlayer insulation film

702 formed on the cathode electrode 71 1 formed on the base material 700, and

a base material 700 and the cathode electrode 711, and the interlayer insulation

film 702, opening 704 is formed in the gate electrode 703 and the interlayer

insulation film 702, and the cathode electrode 71 1 has exposed to the pars

basilaris ossis occipitalis of opening 704 the typical flat-surface mold field

emission component which shows a sectional view in part to (A) of drawing 23.

By impressing an electrical potential difference to the cathode electrode 71 1 and

the gate electrode 703, an electron is emitted from surface 71 1A of the cathode

electrode 711.

[01 1 1] The typical flat mold field emission component which shows a sectional

view in part to (B) of drawing 23 The interlayer insulation film 702 formed on the

cathode electrode 71 1 formed on the base material 700, and a base material 700

and the cathode electrode 71 1 , It consists of gate electrodes 703 formed on the

interlayer insulation film 702, opening 704 is formed in the gate electrode 703

and the interlayer insulation film 702, and the electron emission section 721

which has a flat configuration is exposed on the cathode electrode 71 1 located in

the pars basilaris ossis occipitalis of opening 704. By impressing an electrical

potential difference to the cathode electrode 71 1 and the gate electrode 703, an



electron is emitted from the electron emission section 721. The electron emission

section 721 consists of ingredients with electron emission effectiveness higher

than a common refractory metal. In addition, as shown in (C) of drawing 23, the

electron emission section 722 of a crown form, then the field emission

component of a crown mold can be obtained for the electron emission section.

[0112]

[Effect of the Invention] In the panel for a display and display which are applied to

the 1st mode of this invention so that clearly also from the above explanation

Since an anode electrode has the two-layer configuration of a lower electrode

layer and an up electrode layer and electrification removal is performed through

the both sides of a lower electrode layer and an up electrode layer, degradation

of a fluorescent substance layer is controlled, and reinforcement of the panel for

a display, as a result the display can be carried out, with the 1st purpose of this

invention is attained, the 2nd voice of this invention ~ in the panel for a display

and display which are applied like, spark discharge can be effectively controlled

by reducing the electrostatic capacity between an anode electrode and a cathode

electrode so that sufficient energy supply to urge growth to spark discharge may

not be performed, even if it does not prevent the discharge phenomenon used as

the trigger of spark discharge itself but small-scale discharge occurs. Therefore,

it also sets to the so-called low-battery type with the comparatively small gap

between the panel for a display, and a back panel of display. It becomes possible

to stabilize and impress the high voltage to an anode electrode. The simplicity of

panel structure, As it is, the original advantage of the display of a low-battery type

called low cost can conquer the conventional demerit, and can attain the 2nd

purpose of this invention of offering the display in which the daylight display

always stabilized with the low power is possible. Moreover, the 3rd purpose of

this invention of obtaining the display which did not depend on the selection

number of the electrode by which a video signal is inputted into a back panel side

depending on the arrangement format of an independent electrode, but became

possible [ always suppressing a voltage drop within fixed limits ], with the



brightness of the display screen stabilized in addition to the 2nd purpose of this

invention is also attained. In the panel for a display and display concerning the

3rd mode, screen definition can be raised further, attaining the same

effectiveness as the panel for a display and display concerning the 1st mode and

2nd mode, i.e., while attaining the 1st purpose and 2nd purpose of this invention.

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[Drawing 1] the panel for a display of the gestalt 1 of the operation equipped with

the anode electrode which has a two-layer configuration is typical — it is a

sectional view a part.

[Drawing 2] the panel for a display of the gestalt 1 of the operation equipped with

the anode electrode which has a two-layer configuration is still more nearly

another — typical — it is a sectional view a part.

[Drawing 3] It is the conceptual diagram of the display of the gestalt 1 of

operation.

[Drawing 4] It is the graph which shows the brightness life property of the display

of the gestalt 1 of operation.

[Drawing 5] the typical top view of the panel for a display of the gestalt 2 of

operation by which the independent electrode has been arranged in the shape of

a matrix - and typical - it is a sectional view a part.

[Drawing 6] the display panel of the gestalt 2 of operation is still more nearly

another -- typical ~ it is a sectional view a part.

[Drawing 7] It is the conceptual diagram of the display of the gestalt 2 of

operation.

[Drawing 8] the combination of the component of an independent electrode and a

substrate is shown - typical — it is a sectional view a part.



[Drawing 9] the combination of the component of an independent electrode and a

substrate is shown — typical — it is a sectional view a part.

[Drawing 10] the combination of the component of an independent electrode and

a substrate is shown - typical — it is a sectional view a part.

[Drawing 11] the combination of the component of a resistor thin film, an

independent electrode, and a substrate is shown - typical - it is a sectional view

a part.

[Drawing 12] the typical top view of the panel for a display of the gestalt 3 of

operation by which the independent electrode has been arranged in the shape of

a matrix and typical - it is a sectional view a part.

[Drawing 13] An independent electrode is the typical top view of the panel for a

display of the gestalt 4 of the operation arranged in the shape of a stripe.

[Drawing 14] the panel for a display shown in drawing 13 is typical it is a

sectional view a part.

[Drawing 15] A unit feeder is prepared and independent electrodes are the typical

top view of a cathode electrode and the panel for a display of the gestalt 5 of the

operation arranged at abbreviation parallel, and the typical top view of the back

panel by which opposite arrangement is carried out with this panel for a display.

[Drawing 16] It is the typical top view showing other examples of a configuration

of the panel for a display of the gestalt 5 of operation.

[Drawing 17] An independent electrode is the typical top view of the panel for a

display of the gestalt 6 of the operation arranged in the shape of a matrix.

[Drawing 18] the panel for a display shown in drawing 17 is typical - it is a

sectional view a part.

[Drawing 19] An independent electrode is the typical top view of the panel for a

display of the gestalt 7 of the operation arranged in the shape of a matrix.

[Drawing 20] the panel for a display shown in drawing 19 is typical - it is a

sectional view a part.

[Drawing 21] the typical top view of the panel for a display of the gestalt 8 of

operation by which the independent electrode has been arranged in the shape of



a stripe ~ and typical — it is a sectional view a part.

[Drawing 22] the cold cathode field-electron-emission component of an edge

mold is typical - it is a sectional view a part.

[Drawing 23] the cold cathode field-electron-emission component of a flat-surface

mold, a flat mold, and a crown mold is typical ~ it is a sectional view a part.

[Drawing 24] It is the conceptual diagram of the conventional display equipped

with the field emission component.

[Drawing 25] the typical top view of the conventional panel for a display by which

the fluorescent substance layer has been arranged in the shape of a matrix -

and typical - it is a sectional view a part.

[Drawing 26] the typical top view of the conventional panel for a display by which

the fluorescent substance layer has been arranged in the shape of a stripe - and

typical — it is a sectional view a part.

[Drawing 27] It is the typical top view of the panel for a display for explaining

fluctuation of the acceleration voltage by the difference in the number of

selections of a cathode electrode.

[Description of Notations]

1, 10, 110, 210, 310,410,510,610 ... Substrate, 11,111,211,311 ... A resistor thin

film, 316 ... Resistance member, 411,511,611 ... A resistor layer, 4 ... An anode

electrode, 5 ... Fluorescent substance layer, 6 ... A black matrix, 12R, 12G, 12B,

112R, 112G, 412R,412G,412B, 512R, 512G, 512B ... Unit fluorescent

substance layer, 13, 13A, 13B, 13C, 13D, 113A, 113B, 1 13C, 21 3,31 3,31 3A,

313B, 313C, 313D, 413,413A, 413B, 513,513A, 513B, 613,613A, 613B ...

Independent electrode, 14,1 14 ... A main track, 24, 24A, 24B, 24C, 124,124A,

124B, 124C ... Branch line, 2,131,231,331 ... The Shimobe electrode layer,

3,132,232,332 ... Up electrode layer, 214,314,314A, 314B, 314C, 314D, 315 ...

Feeder, 8.317A, 317B ... An anode electrode drive circuit, 414,514,614 ... Electric

supply layer, 416,516,616 [ ... Back panel ] ... A through tube, 417,517 ... An

insulating layer, 7, 100, 101,102,103,103A, 103B, 104,105,106 ... The panel for a

display, 300
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nT(.>Tt*l\ Sltli, 3J3tWl^l/-7£t8)5£-f*

±zz<Dmmffiw*GTz>&7jim'i%Mz]s^T. &m

t 3 roniiros 3 /Kvmmzmzmmmju-Mz t,

[0 0 3 0] SB2 0K«HcA«Smffi/^iUStfS^it

•r^ctft^T^^o %2Qo>mi8,t®s?
Z>Z.£\,zTZ><, 7. h^-f ^iia73[p]l*x fr?»^i§E£*§

t>7. h^-fyttT'fe^Ct^JfSL^o BP'S,

(r) (DmiiLmKwm&imzmwzftTm&<Dmft.ft
mvii-ymimzn. m& (O ©mtu^^iitf i

e (b) 1 mzmmzti-cn&<Dmx

^fe^S^Jl^l/-^CD3 5"J 1 *§U:*tJ£LT^T*)<i:
l^U MIC, 3 5"J1Jffi<D^t*:7h^-fy03^?ScD*Blc



(8) ^2 0 0 1 -24389 3

[0031] *mR<Dm2<Dmffiicm%mnimj<zi\'7&

w&t*w\mcBmTz>£ttfTi?z a mil

ftLTmwtimommvx'? y ->mi*fi o z. t ic j:

*&exttx*'j-vEP»j-rsc:<ti;:j:y. atut^ais

[0 0 3 2] f^s m*mji*imimfcBttj
$>&tri'tom

JS^sftW-SnT^tMg^T-SoTt. 7V-KWHB

«fc wa/^iu&«g«n/^;i/&«)n?/j^u»!km

[0 0 3 3] tC5T% ±51?CDS2 A<DtSfiE~m2DC0

t^Tt*. mm±. '-m<Dsmm<D'r-x (i) ~ (5) #

(1) «sunc*ttai«*Ji#»w-5*u *ttittt#/§

(2) aMfi±»=aA«a««Bw*6tu »mi«±(;:*tt

( 3 ) tawm <h±8ni«ji j; ymm*

( 4 ) mmmifTwmmm t±$vmm* yram*

(5) stfLhica^MtfK^stu t&trn*mmmiL

»5]

(5-1) x O/x
(5-2) O X
(5-3) O O

X (5) Kol^Tte, MIC fifitttSBSi:

±auwMtTSWBajB«fcy«j«*n*'>—x (3) a

tsh 1 ommmaztm*.
[0 0 3 4] 'ne^'T- 7> (1) ~ (5)

[0 0 3 5] ±JS<OjfcfWc«*T» * (1) I*, M

5o *T«fe$— 3. (1-1) W\ H£lclBLTH#0>H

[00 3 6] S3]

(1-1) X O TR
(1-2) O O TR/RF
(1-3) O x RF
[0037] ±m<D&mcm3*T. t—x (2) i*, s

(C, J.XTfl5i4 IC/Tv-TS^-Xlc#ST* C ttfT'Z

^Pt, /r-7> (2-2) ti, W&KIRLTagQH

[0 0 3 8] [S4]

(2-1) x O/x RF
(2-2) O O TR/RF
(2-3) O X RF
[0 0 3 9] <r-X (3) ©ttsic-^-n*, mi<D<!l

X (0-1) (0-4) tra«T*
5= ^-7. (4) £D5^•a^c•^l,^T^±^ at losses
(Dtr-X (©-1) (©-4)
[0 0 4 0] ±iSOjHMct*T. ^-X (5) tt, S

[004 1]

O/x
O/x
x

35^H
R F

R F

R F



(9) <&m 2 0 0 1 - 2 4 3 8 9 3

(5-4) O O
[0042] mn.wmmtniLWMt<Dm. wsumm

s^stiTi^Ji*, mmm^w/^mmmuzma

[0 0 4 3] ±&<Dm2<Dg1*)Z:mmt%tclt><D*imW

mS±teiSttSnfcififc^Jl<!:. *8ffiJl±:gL<li*&*#Jl

-[0 0 4 4] ±5EOS2©BW*afig-r*fc»<3!)*«^

ffillflfcfcA/rfcflRlBEfii-tv a^ffl/^/W*. atst,

smmizmii-'hftrcnmiits ia?Licf46iisn

[0045] &3(o&mmzmwimiS%.)\'ikzfm7ri&
WcfefTtt* afi«Bfc7V-FW«»ttigtti&»SIE

item rgj 3r3<73tettH;:£&3S;jUB/\'*M>

LT£tettlciEm*ftTl^*<DT% 8£2<D8It$t;:«Sil

O TR/RF
U £fIJItfffi£©/^-y£WLT^Tfc—fttefiMa

[0 0 4 6] *3®ffiWlCttS£CTJl/t*JU&tfSCTg

[0047] #£0£<DM 3 OtttlCffia^ffl/ J Wft

zfmmmmzte^T, msaimas rftm&vmiiLmytft

m3 AwtSjEtfrrsctte-TSo locDjkamn

mviv-zfizttmLTxt-'y'f-rvtizfEmznrcm&.t

setters.
[0 0 4 8] BSOMMcflteffitJS/ttMc-ai^T

14) T»S*H<:/SUT. Sl£<D«Ji£tt*4<Daf!B/'*a0fl

TmWKIMIJI(ca»Jfta.*il& *
(0-D a (®-4> tnttatttttfisyft

JfeftJI £3*5£onICSSBti^Tae^T ttn«5&e
*\ a>Siio?a^ffl/\

0

^;l/*tgfie-rSc:i:*i«T-*S, -

[0 0 4 9] B1®ffiB~B3(0n«(cfl(Sfi^(eB(C

tia&oBEu*. <&izmj£-$n?. xevhBiB?« x
y^si?, vsBiysft^ ifia?, ^^^v^m?



(10) ftffl2001-243893

m2 0D®«ISU-m3©Sl^llc^^SMli:fcl,>T. iM

»?K±t5i:i^fc, *#p£©ig3£DgiH)*;ij5)rr*

[0 0 5 0] M % ±a>©SiJiC^
fates ase^M^&ajm^tawi^tisig^tfiie

swc»it*e *iae»ai«Tttaiiiw
icasi^TWu ffiisn*«r?^*»si«*»«±jciwui (s

n0 2 ) > & (Au) , Wit-O'J'SU (I n 203) /
SHbig (Sn02) x mitJ^'JOL, (Pd
o) »o*m^sj«Us wmmttTzmmtt-? h u

[00 5 1] *&iB<0£T©8g«lc&£S^JS/^k

[0052] sumh& igm IMMK TSMHiJI>

HtLT, *>?7,t> (W) „ (Nb) „

(Ta) , t'J^r> (Mo) , (C r) „

Til,*- tlx (Al) (Cu),4(Au),«
(A g) „ (T i ) , -y^U (N i ) 3?C0£

fcfT i N&tomtito)^ WSi2- MoSi2« TiSi
2, T a S i 2*«0->'J-y--< K) > I TO (-f Z/Wk. •

^ *MJ6-3#au x^y->»w

[0 0 5 3] Jftfeif*»l8lXtt»jnftiBro«lfi8**^t L
T\ 7*^1/7 7»X5/ 'J Z]>|?<7)*#t*:

fct*4v iMb*>*;MW>KllWi&JlWb«**tf*Ct

BSfc^JB/fc*Jl/#S»ffi/fc*jW=lSttT3fcft*«3lUc

«JS[c»SMI#'.hS<» L*»t, 'hSt«&S*S<DS££l§

^> (t i) *$aimcmv*t£
[0 0 5 4] *»WWSl3©!tia(cfi6sa^y^;k

*feStJlC0*i)$«J(s4<tLT. S i 02s SiN, S i O
N, SOG UtfV^V-?^*) »*t"ttjJ5X^-^

[0 0 5 5]

[0 0 5 6] (^S(E(7)?efiS 1 ) USEWmS1 1 tt, S103

mm.\,zm-tz> a m-\<D (a) ~ (o ic»*. ^-^.©ic

(A) ~ (C) let*. *r-7&>\z%Z,Wfimi^)\/<M&



(11) 1$ffi2 001-243893

5tW5S-BPBr®El^U 0 31CI*. MIMWWM 1 ©S
/T^eroffl^Ei^L. mz, m\z.\&m&&wfmm.

[0 0 5 7] 01© (A) ~01© (C) (C, $—7.®
lt^«^ffl/\^;l/<7)3fl3SM<73*S^J^-ro TV- K
m@4«, TSPtt<iil2i±S|5^ffiji3^SfiKU. TgP
mmm 2 (*sts 1 ±KiS:tts*u tg^wi 5htsm
/f2±Ki&tt6n> ±g|5®SJi3t*S3,6«s;15±tcigtt

etlT^« 0 01 <D (A) ic^-ramffl/U^U^ igfe

mmm(om,mm^*)i'*mmLT35V . —mt ltsss
(g ) zftx?zmxwm 5 tfn&hm®<D£wizmt5
tlTt^o TgB®BiJ12<>:±g|5®IJl3<!:l;l\ 0jfxLfc^ ^^©Jl&gMcfc^TSlMctSil L
Tl^o 01<D (B) K,Tvrs^ra/\°*/w*>

^ffl©S^ffl/\°^;l/«-SS^LTfcUs (R) ,

(o , (b) ©&fe*»#t-s?gtt«f

5 STg«lIJi 2±lcE^TiStt5tlTV
So 01© (C) iZit, 01© (B) iC^L/cS^n"
*Mc3sit%&mytf*m 5 rawnsras5^^ •> 1- y

ttSnTC*. TS3mffiJ12i:±g|JffifllS3 tli, EB^

[0 0 5 8] 01© (A) IZTjiLtcmnim/i^^mm.
tZlzlt. JfeTs m^*7Xtg^5fiESS*B1 ±©^
$h1$i&<D£Wlz. flRtfl T06^5AK-5TgPafiBS2=&
z/\'y ? y v^sso^iiyyu-yvi/^cd: ymtao.
0 1~0. 5/Lim©H3\ j;y»$L<(i«iteo. 0 5

~0. 2 /jm©H? (WSWlCttiKjO. 0 5 /Lim) IzB

j$%£Tg&TO/i 2±icx?y->£psiju mm

y-2K J: ajttf*ttTt«Jttt?KU^-*

r^z.tT-m^ms^mmr^z.tif'T^^ *©
fl*.l**/ty* T'/l/S-*/* (A

1 ) ^5fiES±g|3Sfilil3^«lfeO. 01~0. 5pm
©JS3\ J:»J»*L<tt«lte0. 0 5~0. 1 pm©Jl
* m*m\z\mv. 1 um) izmmtz,, m* ±asa
HJl3©tSifiK*m<!:LT, 7,yU=-^A©«feUlc--y

(Ni) ^ffi (Ag) ^IL^CttT'tS, 01
© (b) iz7xLrcm7iim/i*)i>*mmtz>m-£iziz, m

^m9tmytwfiL^t LTm?ntY20 2 s : eu, jte>&

X&Mitm^t LZmx-lfZ n S : C u. A K
^SJtft«a?«!:LTe'J?ltfZ n S : Ag, Al^fZn
S : Ag. CI *?tifntfc 3iHwSJtftiias

'j-mz& y s zmmtz zttfTi?
z>„ mizit. 01© (o izmLtcmmm/^iu^mm
TZ>m-&\zl* K TSP«fiSJi2±tc77'>'?TKiJ-5'X6
£ffMLfc&lc. 3aH©^flE$gfiE!Kii^^^«3a!®
©*v y-*wKwai\ 'j->EP©ja£x«x5 y-
y£iz£ y m%i*m 5 zmm?* c s„
[0 0 5 9] 02© (A) ~02© (C) ICti, ^-X
Qnzfazmmm/i^foto 3 a^©tg^j^^-r= tv-
K««4tt» TgBWI/f 2£±gB«<SJl3frSfi£y, $
T^ftS 5 J*S*g 1 ±lC|SttStU TSBSSBJi 2UIM
S5±icfg^ens ±gp^^3ttTgp«fiie2±icis
ttsnT^*. 02© (a) Kncrmmmii^-Mt. m

fe (G) ^JgJ'df *ffi3l6fli:^5*
,

«S5a^©^ffltctgl+
snrt^o 02© (B) iz7T,-rm^.m/i^Mt. 12=7

-mmmvmmm/izii'&mmLTteVs #e (r) ^

m& (o , »e (b) ©sfe^^-rssi'cflsjis^
F/TS©/\*^->'icaEcjTiS^e.tirt>^„ TgB^isjf 2

«x 5 1 ±izM.-?zmf<~>tlT^Zo
02© (c) Itli, 02© (B) iz&LtcWnm/tZ-H'
\z*>tf%>&m%&.m 5 mo>m.mft-?^w^vw*6

[0 0 6 0] 02© (A) lC^t/c^ffl/\°*;U*Sjt

a^ai©^ffiicm^i*H 5 tj-xpmm&zmt
*.=7>)-mz&>mtfL?%„ zuzs mfttoms±iz. 1

TOfrSfiESTgPllMIJf 2 ^X/\°>> 'j v^asassisi
^U-y;l/^<feUiSi«jO. 0 5 Mm©iP*tcm«c-ri.o
%llz. TgB^«l@2±lc N ^Jxtf7';U=-^^5fi£S
15*^,0. 1 Mm©±gBffiffig3£X/\>$'J>yaHc
<feyffM-rs„ 02© (B) »c^L/cS^ffl/^;U*»
jt-r^lt^Klis 3Sfelcmri.3li3i©ajt«:|§fiK

« L^^± 3 mmcoz.5 'J ^.? 'J - >ep

B'J;iXli7.7 >J —t£Iz£ y ^3tf*Ji 5 H"^ d
T^So ^tc, 02© (C) lwT>Lfca^ffl/S*^;U«S
ig-TSJi^-ft Ste 1 ±(t^ -5 -y ^ ^? h y <7X 6 £ ffj

Stftftc. 3 iS©S^M«iB*l,>tt 3

5 U-*M&JBl\, y-V6p»J^Xl*X^y-J6lc
<t y 5 ^miS'rs c <t s.
[0 0 6 1] 03lc, —mtLT> 01© (B) (CinL



(12) #B82 0 01-243893

S^BKfci^Ttt, «^ffl/\°^.;U7 0

0<t*^(RjBB{l*n. i35M
0

*>U7. 3 0 01*, &*i(Dm
*S95K*J<^T0^L^^f**^- tu
?97ttJU7, 3 0 O^CD^SF^KS^VACt*

H®/\°*/U3 0 Ote, m:?SJtiiH*<!:LT^

«*7V*. 0 3TH*, BlUMX?*)—M& LT, R
^©Wffl&tiiSB 3 5 £irr£, RH17.tf>h (Sp i

n d t) ^waaj^^^-To xtf> hs^w&aifss
?l*, 3£J#»3 0±lcffM*ft/-c2jV- Km«l3 1 <h,

*V- KmfiS3 1 <h3E&#3 0±(CHJfiES-n/c^Kiii6iHi

R 3 2 ^F^iisestM 3 2 ±tcm^*n/cy"- hmm 3

4 1 , y-ni3 4 stfjiRssfciiis 3 2 icigitzntc
HSPSI3 3 3rtlcm^n/cR^HJWB?SciilgP3 5 6-5

auasnTi^*. 03 nix mmowTiji&ms 5 am
^©*te£3mJ15lC^ttttSttT^£#, «?MiU
gP3 SttffitoT^'h&fgjfi^Tifcy, SPgKl* 1 ilBlC

ttLTSHHK^{®fc^?J!KtbS|5 3 stfRW-snsc
<tt»35£o H?5*abaJ3 5 kj*, fty-KmUBWsllft
3 63b>6*V- KffifiS3 1 ^iiUTfflttfKjKfiaE (tf

x*fl^) ft^PJiD^tlx y-h®S3 4lC«y-hm<l

^»tabSP 3 5©$fc^frsa?#jftai£n£o a^ffl/\^>

>l/7©TgPWSJI2lCt*, 7V-Fm8iSBlJ)[2]S&8fr

[0 0 6 2] 01© (A) StfHIO (C) , ffitflC,

02© (A) ~02© (C) KmLfc&SSfll/
ffli^Tt, H»c«is»B*iiij**-*c $
fc, ChSTa^TtffcTaWWB^ttfflHfc I TO,
±ap*«ji 3 liTawa: (sittt**rs) t»/us=9

»aiASt^ft«^ CtiSfl!)»8W©«Us8«|SWcj:-aT

tisiif^fe ^ttaastoSCT&n&iJij&r -s. c <ttT-

[0 0 6 3] 04lc, ftW«KaittB0nUK*fttttt*
^"To 04© (A) let*, 01© (B) (C^Lft-Jr-X

^ii/uf£S^BO)W)R*^1t14*^-r. 04© (B)

12)2© (B) lcii\Lfc4—X®{Ctt38ji*Al/tt.
Jl/*j|B*&A,7cg;j.8B<!:, TSBBBB 2 *RW-*l,MB

*n#/UK HafHBfil 0MA/cm2?$5„ T8M8
wi 2 *K»tftc«dtctt N sasi8te«,©e*o© soo

u a»w*s^u^/i/«ajsrateiiat©4 o%*»c

Ois *r—X®&U->-x©©i-rftK«£S^fflA'*;l/

T&y, MCHttSI 3OOKM£-pt.3!l£nttB£0!>
)djg©8 0 %S< tffilfcftT^««mffl!Sfr?*«.
[0064] 2) BttOSftB 2 1*, B 2 C

S£BtcH*-«. 05© (A) let*, $m<DWM2(Dm
mj^-iucom^fSiW-mm^mL. 05© (b) ~
(E) Stf06© (A) ~ (D) let*, 05© (A) ©

I*, HS£©^2©a^SH©«l^0^51xL. 08©
(A) ~ (C) , 09© (A) ~ (D) , 01 0©
(A) ~ (E) , 01 1© (A) ~ (D) KliSfcHm®
<t»s©*§^t!-*is-r=

[0065] ^m<omm2(Dmmm/^)i 1 oow
ti*, 05© (a) icm-r^dic Ts-pwmz, m

fin 3&6j$u. cme©^si[©3SiE«®i 3t>^wt

JfJfiK*n, ^-©5®#^|6]tc®tf* 1 *©*Sg I4t, *m 4iB»sfif3&ipi, en-s, cct?«j©k©s*i o©s
^fp]lt:^TlcMO:^^ia©3£*i2 43f)^6^fi£*tlT0^

sattmsi 3i*, mtKitmmi i =&^LT*gsii§
lcS<S*nT*5y, J:yjH««Hcttv ^Slc»il©3£
ii®2 4tcS«re7*-nTl^o *«1 4t*, J©ttJgP1 5^iS
raMWi? (Hs*r) mcccDmmm
W^y- KWaBBSBKcSMRtrnTt"*. 0 5

© (A) Tt*®^©fc»lC T7/- K«BBI&0»««
B [5 h) ©fS#T*S/T>-r«„ SSltBffil 3©
JT$«tt, CCTtt—«tLTJ©BT*ys SKSitm^l
3tt3O(0BttBJ«*Ji1 2R. 12G, 1 2 B6^6«

BffiB3WB1 2Rt*#fe, BttB%»Bl 2GI*

T\ ±§Z(DMyti*m<?ll>-7G rtt9BOA7-Bni«
B©1 ili»c*ia-r^= flU i^<ti^l/-7Gr*

[0066] 05© (A) lc^Lfcamffl/\°^;H 0 0

let*, ISJiBffiWBfiglcjSUTv Sit, 0 5© (B) ~
05© (E) , MXfiZs 06© (A) ~®6© (D) IZ

Wit 8BS»©«JSJi©Xfl5^ft*„ 05© (B) ~0 5

© (E) , MtftC, 06© (A) ~E6© (D) f*, 0
5© (A) ©*X-XK»-3fc«iCttft—SWRBGHT*



(13) ftffl20 01-243893

s 0 05© (b) « % sisi o±icmi&myti*mi 2

R. 1 2G. 1 2 Btffgtf *«t^^«=S 1 2R,
i2G. 1 2B±imn.wmi 3 Ajb^ten/t-r-

x

(1) icfflSU ^/b/W^llIUittiitfns^ffis
MK©^^ffll->T!(4iEi;fil 1 3 A£*gfi£LJ:5<!:-r£«l

T**. 05© (C) I*, SSI 0±lc$6ir^S1 3B
6^ten. jsimtn 3 B±izmtiLmK&mi 2r,
12G. 1 2 BtfWtif6nfc^-7. (2) ICffl^U 1

Tomicttmzt\zmwmmm*m^TmiLnMi 3 b

^I^LJ:-5<!:-rsii^^ §*>ft£©ia>i?"P-t:X<t

©$i£14#?gL^-XT3&S„ 0 5 0? (D) ©>r-X
\t. asmm 3 ctfTSuwijf 1 3 1 t±&mmm 1

3 2 j; y Hwwrtu «tg 1 o±icTSi5®njf 1 3 1 #a
iten^ tsp^m 1 3 1 ±icmiii&Kwm 1 2 r, 1

2G. 1 2B#SW-S*U igffiSittWII 2R, 1 2

G, 12 BSO-TSPffiffiS 1 3 1 ±K_tgB®SJl 1 3 2

^tsttenrc^-x o) ictaMsu m 1 ©agm©^-

ztircffimizmmtZo 05© (e) &£«si 3

o&Tmwmm 1 3 1 t±^mmm 132*mm*
tls St51 O-hlcHMfiMftttJl 1 2 R, 12G. 12B
tflSttSn. JMftgftttJII 2R. 12G. 1 2B±K
tsu^/i 1 3 1 tfmtzn. Tswmmm 1 3 1 ±iz±
gpa<sei 3 2tfwnie>t\tz'r-7, (4) icmmrz,

mi ltcm&ommztfmzntcmmizmmrs

.

[0 0 6 7] 06© (A) J*. S*51 0±lCffllEBfiBl

3 BtfiKtte.i'u &infMfni 1 A^aiEafii 1 3b±^\
ItfctftU «tlntt?SIJS 1 1 ±UJIMttBJWWn 2R. 1

2G, 1 2BtfR»*6ftfc*—X (5) KffiMJ-fSo 0
6 0) (B) tis X (5) tCfe^TaaaOfllil 1 1 <t

SUe«S1 3 B£©ISIU:?&gJI1 6«Rtt-fctir7fe«.

06© (C) I*, X (5) »cfcl/>TifiSM«MB 1 1

•tmffi^T'cflsg 1 2 R, 1 2 G, 1 2 B <h©Fi3tCffi«JI

1 6£t£tt/j:0!JT<l5So miz, @6© (D) (i, <!r-X '

(5) |C£l*T« fitlnttSlgl 1 &!*&«S1 3Bi©
Hk jgfiii*-»si 1 <tmia^f*jn 2r, i

2 G. 1 2 B t<DT$<DW5\,Z®mm 1 6 *»»tfcflU?»
So
[0068] 05© (B) » E|5© (D) RtfEIS©
(E) K^L/c'*—Xlcfc^T, JSfiSffil 3AM±

gpusii 1 3 2£7';i/= ~'7Lm<r>&mfr <bmz,mw'&
%Mm*m^TmmTzm-&tzte, &mmzit&m$io>

T*So £f=x 05© (C) ~H5© (E) . MU'tC,

06© (A) ~E|6© (D) IZTTsLtc'r-T.lzjs^T.

1&iLW&'\ 3 B&tTFSBlHIJi 1 3 1 *i£BmWti&*m
^Tmtfctzmt;^*. mmmzitmwmwtiucD&ffi
mmti^---><r\z^-oxmmt^z\iii^T^^

[0 0 6 9] tZ\*>T:\ 05© (B) (Cfc^T> 3iM2
34£«1E1 3 Ai:«ii©Wm«^Ji^^Tm

fiJJnTL^. $/c. 05© (C) s ll/fc 06©
(A) ~06© (D) [ZtS^T. £Ji2 4Bt;J\ 34£tfSn 3B t&m<Dm<mttnmn:m^Tmm-£tiz^Zo
mz, 05© (D) &tf05© (E) Icfcl^T, 3&S£2

4 c . 2 4 d &mm-?zTwmmm 1 4 1 1*3431®! 1

3 c. 13 d **ug-rstshuhi 1 3 1 tnmvmm
*mm#&AV+ $^2 4C. 2 4D*^-rs±gp^
11142 itnu'mM 1 3 c , 13 D£»rs±a3n
mmi 3 2 txm<Dmw.ttmmfrzm* a ^ *mi4
TkifmtH^ 1 sico^Tts c=h.e>©&'!r-xicfctts

aitSfi|13A, 13B, 13C, 1 3 D <tftji©l»tt

[0 0 7 0] £fc, 05© (B) ~05© (E) (C^L
/c&^-xKjs^-n*, m.tn,ftms& 1 1 &9ttmi& 1 0

±K»5fi£7*-tlTfcys *©«lCffliE^fiS 1 3 A, 1 3B
a&siMiTSPWiJi 1 3 1 ^jnti^A^ com

z&vizmMmm.'i 1 ^jB^LTtj:^ Mtc, 05
©(D) &LF0 5© (E) izmt<r- ffiSxtt)?

Ml 1 ©fBfi£^±gPH8IS 1 3 2WZtim.\iZ'rir>T*>*.

t^L, TSPIISS 13 1, 14 1 <DBl&t±&WMm 1

3 2, 1 4 2©JTM<!:©fiaT*fToT ifcJ:l\

[0 07 1] 07(Cli, -^JtLTx 0 5© (D) (Cjfx

fo C©S/T:^HlCfc^T«, OOtt
E/\°*;U3 0 Otft^lRliBti*^ S/UlHOO, 3

0 0(i, S^©ili!Sg|5lCfct ,'T0^L3g:O^t*:^LT
StScS»T*-n, ffl/U/HOO, 3 0 0F^©BBIW^
tm&m&v Act^nTi^o ws/\°^.;i/3 o oi±,

^JSttStt^LT^WKih^^^T^So 07T
n^tb^©-ffijtLT, Rtttm©n^)KajaJ3

5^WTS, WifXtf>h (Sp i nd t) S^ttdi
fa, m?iaaa(*<!:LT, Jia:©j:^%xt

s?i, -75-7>^©«?«(aifrt««pr^T*
So Hie SBDfim«7tt(ilXT«« •SH'^©S^S

[0 0 7 2] HSfi©flJfli2lC^SS^gB©^f*, T7

sfflA^'j^nfcTOcig^-rSo *©hsjii. 7/-k
afii (HSS©ff?Sl2T(*34iz:mi 3) £Wfflvt*jU3
0 0 <!:©F^©f^mSfi«iM'>L. d©l?«gfi{cS^.5

tt*^«(1i©F^fcStM*!ilti!©fc
46©X^U*-fcUtf*<^:So LA^t, §?S3imfil1

3tfTs-FWMmmiBimzm.mizt£m-£nr. wfiw
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[007 3] tZ.?>T\ 05© (B) ~05© (E) ,

Rtf06© (A) lC^Lfca^ffl/\°^;H 0 0©£>«7lC

•^Tl*, i$:£®i1 3 A, 13B. 13C, 1 3 D.

mmmm k miosis 1 o©ti!j&fcm©aB.B/*
ass (s*ftt) ©ffl^-tto/^-vtctscTv mmmz

±f3^-«*/\°^->lc^l^T> 08~01 1*#SgLT
mWtZo 08(*05© (B) iCj^LfcSmfflM^/WC
filt*«a,&-e/ ,C^->s 0 91*1215 0 (C) iCiSLfcS

^fflA'*;H:fcit5l§^ti:y \°2— 01 o«05©
( d ) \zm Lttmaim/vnMc&fzmGit*w

-

El 11*06© (A) lC^Lr=a^ffl/\°^.;Hc3bHt^«§

£&i*->*Zt\?tim?0 iU 08~01 1T*

i** mmtoTctoK. msmsmm 1 2 r©**0^
U 2G. 1 2Bl*gBS-r«o
[0 0 7 4] 08© (A) it. * (1) IC£(^T«

JWftSftfMi 1 2 R<D±izBif6nrcmmm 1 3 a
mz.tfmmt&ztm<D «fc ?^aBBtm^ sj$£>i§

^SvTjTo S«1 O^jgB^T&^i-X^lca^
/B/t*;U 0 oiifiB yitfc-r, «£?T> 08© (a) ©

Sii^t^^o cnicfctU i$iE®«1 3 A*1

! I TOO)
*5JS:^0^^6^fiE^iS^s S*x1 0#99i. =Fa
BJ^l^ftTfcoTtJa^ g*51 0^08©
(B) (cmtJ:-5lC)l^T^51i^lc«]ljl^/'Slt^
©S^BA^gfiE^n^ 080) (C) teaVr«fc5lc*a

[0 0 7 5] 19© (A) SU^© (B) f*. >r-7.

(2) icsi^t. stsi 0 tmiamxtem 1 2Rt©p^
icig^snrcaiEBfiii 3ba\ m?Limm^mm(o
£?ttmwttmto^mzm&*m?o £©!§•&, 09
© (A) K5Vf<fc dicgig 1 0tfgW7*5i\
1*09© (B) teijvr.t'SKSISI OjB^FawrefcSfr
icfltoSr, ttJ8«ft38jg^1lfct5tt£!£ft:« 0 09
© (C) Rtf09© (D) l*. SbHMil 3Btfl TO
©J:3*S^«^6fi8*«l^*^-r. C©iiS\ 0 9

© (o ic^r*5ics*gi otfawefctiaraas!/
SWl085^S*fflfSt«Cttf?$, 0 9© (D)

fc^f <fc -5 tzStt 1 0 TaOBTSnasttSlcDSCTSt
wzmmt z>c <*:#-p* 3o
[0 0 7 6] 010© (A) l*. >r-X (3) icfef

T% mfiiMftWl 1 2 R©±lc!8ttSn7c-tSBttl®/l 1

3 2*\ «!IS.Wr®SttEWS©«k-5ft^a^«S6^6fi8

£i§£-£/TVr„ C©Jf£, ±flS«aj|1 3 1 0

©3R£#aW?»*Wttlc^fl3/<*Jl/1 o OloaUtt
rc-T. ttoT* 01 0© (A) 4>£3Ug/t*jU«ffil*T

MaStlWNRW*. «i&ttlca)iSi&&«. 01 0

© (B) &tf01 0© (C) it. 6*51 Oiifiil^ft
S12R £©IHUE»W-SnfcTSMM»i 1 3 1 1\
imnte.ix.ttim<D <c a tt?awttft&ej£«4ra«ij*
fo 01 0© (B) iC/T^fJ:51CS*S 1 Off

aw?«*ft\ £«ih*bi o© (c) ic^-rj:a(cs
«i ofi^awpss^jcfltbsr* *ij««2m*«i5*«

BteEStSitfc*,, Wlz. 01 0© (D) &tf0 1 0©
(e) it, Tsmmm i 3 1 <k±gpmss132^
lcaWtt«l^*^U C©<fc-5£i§£\ 010© (D)

(catr* ?kms 1 0 ft^a^T-^ntfaaia/sws©
mTT&m&ffim-rzzLttfTZ. 01 0© (e) ic^-r

£ 3k&k 1 0 tf^mwz&nitfcmmiDmmmmzffi
ffitsttms. ^ 010© (a) ~0i 0

(E) lOj%lfc|B-&-&/t9->li« *^©mi©SI«
<o^—xQ)iz^mmizmzitm%o
[0 0 7 7] M % X (4) iC««T3«aJ1 1 3 1

<t_tg|3«*SS 1 3 2fr&jft$3Aft*Sl 3 Dl*.

©m 1 ©ftl«©*—X<2>lc£tvr. TSBSHJl <!:±gum

a-r«„ B9s«»imr«tf« aicvai 3D©±gpaffi
SI 3 2*(5fiy*«f«®14S»IS©«fc5«:^a^««!b^6
ssi^ TgBSEsjii 3 1 ts«i oi^rnta
wz&zimizmmm/iz-MtmviLrcT, seor. «
B8*ti««^E»*«&«86<J^aaffli:3S:*o cntcW

^iia. TSBmti/f 1 3 1 t^mmz&mt. mm 1 0

oaw/rawn:«fc6-r«w»«w:Et#aa4:«:*. k
i;:, ±gusffis 1 3 2 tTSPms/i 1 3 1 ttfmzmw

[0 0 7 8] 01 1© (A) it. (5) (Cfet*

t> aiittai 3B±'sga*n/tsait<*aifflii i*\
«y^.»#iiaitsw)Bi©«k 5«Ta^«m^ 6fiB««««
m-To c©tg#, aitmffii 3 B©a0£/';Faiin©S!Js

<b*>*;u©«fc^ftaM*m/r6ja*»*» 011©
(b) ic^rj:-5ic!tt3ittffii 3 Bft^awrsnif,

stsi o©a^/^a^©sy»cj«ife6rsi*ffi©s^
@«*SAg-r*C4:««T**x 01 1© (C) lc^-r<fe-5lc

S43llBffi1 3B#m lo, ®«g1 o^aB^T-^n
ar, "Pit >) 5tts[<o«^ea»«iar« c t^r-* «.
MIC, »ta#»Kl 1 taitmSI 3 Bt,St51 ota
B^T'*sJi-&tcfi, 011© (d) iznk-r^^^mmm
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[0079] ft, tssammtnsLwmt<owK.mmm

»6]
X O
O/x X

O/x O/x
O/x O/x
R F R F

»7]
X o
O/x X

O/x O/x
aa O/x O/x

R F R F

[883
X O
O/x X
O/x O/x
O/x O/x
O/x O/x
R F R F

[0 0 8 3] mm<Dmm3) nmwm3it. ®2c

/"f^HcHr*. 01 2© (A) iCli, Hfl6©]Ff*flg3©

a^/^ii/ossw^Tffiia^mL, 01 2© (b)

~ (E) (Cli. HI 2© (A) ©JSX-XlC&ofclgit
«£—a$»rE0*^-r. C©g^fii/<*.;l/ 1 0 1 tefctt

57/- Klilis 01 20? (A) icigirj:3(c.

^3tt*S112R, 1 1 2G<7)10-roic«C5LTVh
y^7.«tcistt6nrcffi«<Da3is8ii 1 3fr6js»A
;ms©*i8St©?i:ft®<ii i 3tf^fcLT%aMHtt*
Sff 9 ItrajiirtlTVt. flJ*.

tf#5*frSfiK*JEIB©g*S1 1 0©±lcmJ5££*U S
«1 1 0<DS^lRjte&tf*1*<B:*:j8l 14t, 448
1 1 4*6fr#|«a. fip-fes Si§JB©S«1 1 0©fi#»|S]
icWrfciltf**tt©38« 1 2 4*»6««*tlT^*.
«3au^«si 1 3 it. statHMii 1 1 *rt-LTi««
lc»tt*tlT*jy, «fc»JJM*WcW\ «ff«jc«aios
81 1 2 4 lCjg«S«2m7V*. **g1 1 41*. #fflSB1 1

5 £«T&!aas? (0j*t*-r) 'Mgiatftu

«k sue (a) t«u s*ro/=«)tc, tv-kws
igifiiuss^sai (5*p^uh) <o8B^TS*-r*o 34

[0 0 8 0]

o O O
o O o
X o o
O/x X o
R F R F TR/R F

O O o
o o o
X o o
O/x X o
R F R F TR/R F

O o o o
o o o o
X o o o
O/x X o o
O/x O/x x O
R F R F RF TR/RF

y, sjiiESfii i 1 3 1* 1 -3<Dmtiimytttm 1 1 2 r

(ftfi) . 1 1 2G ©*ftf*Uc*tt6LTRW-
S*ITU»*. fSU 012© (A) ~ (E) tCtt3.<N-7.

[0 0 8 4] 01 2© (A) lC^Lfc^ffi/\°^H 0

1 (CI& £MC*S1 1 3<8MjftOfci:TElcao&0>ttl

5fi±o^mfi«aB*. *•©— 01 2© (b) ~0i
2© (E) ICjjVTo 01 2© (B) ~01 2© (E)

«s 012© (A) ©^X-XlC;tiorc8iei*J&—SPBr
i0T$«. 01 2© (b) i*. s&i 1 o±izminm.
immi 1 2R. 11 2GtfKtt&cu miasms 1

1 2R, 11 2G±»C»iMB«1 1 3Atf»Jt6nfe4-
-7. (i) leffisu **;U/W*K(ctt«*n*«m
ttsi*i«*)i^Tafi«a 1 1 3A*««u3t«

012© (C) »* % S*B1 1 0±KJ£S1HI
1 1 3 BtffgtfetU SUMM1 1 3±lC*ttlt3K*JI
1 1 2R, 11 2GtfKt*&hfc9—X (2) iCfflS

u i Tojitcf««*ti*aw#Mi*ffl^Taic««
1 1 3B*«fiEL«fc-5i:-r*«-&lts StES??©^^
fe*£:©SE$tt#Kl^$—XT'**. 01 2© (D)

©<r- 3.1*. 343i^fii1 1 3 CjSFF8ME«H2 3 1 t±
%mmm2 3 i&vmatetu s*gi 1 o±ict»«i
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1231 tflSttSft., TSBSliJi2 3 1 ±izmiiLMX.i*

J11 1 2R. 11 2G6Wten, ¥<u£ftttl1 1 2

r, 1 1 2 G&tfTgpmiJi 2 3 1 ±ic±^mmm 2

3

2#Kw-5tifc$—x (3) icusu *^a>mio[)
!II<i<D'7--*(X>U:fcl7S:7V- KH«i^34iz:Lfcffi?S)(OD

?i^c»fj7*-nfcm^cMS-rs, mz s 01 2<o

(e) auui&i 1 3 DtfTaswui 2 3 1 t±as
wiji2 3 2 zvffimzn. s*gi 1 o±tc*ffimf*
JB 1 1 2R, 11 2G#fS:ttS*V SMfi^ftWf 1 1 2

R, 1 1 2 G±lcTSB®BiJi2 3 1 ffHttStU T»«
«ii2 3i ±iz±^mmm 2 3 2 aTO-enfc^-*.
(4) icti^-r^o c*u*, « 1 <Dmmv>T-x®ic3s

mz&MTZo f-Ott. El 2(0 (C) (C^LfcS/Tx/N"

*MC33^Tmrif*mm 1 1 Itf&STOSI 1 3B±'\
®?5*nfc>>— 7. (5) ©«a*.RriBT*-6. ssn 2

4 A, 124B, 1 24CM1 2 4D(£, ^tl^tm
tLffM 1 1 3 A, 1 1 3B. 11 3CKIH 1 3Dift

24A, 124B, 1 2 4 CStf 1 2 4 D^&tfSfiEf£T
SPS*IJI 2 4 11*. 31iE«t£ 113A, 113B. 11
3cmi 1 3 D*mm?%T&n®m 2 3 1 t*m<D
mw.ttmmfrzmv. 3asi24A, 124B. 124
c&tf 1 2 4 D*ffif$,Tz±snmmm 2421*.
S113A, 1 1 3B, 11 3CStf1 1 3D*^fiEf
«±s«u 232 t&mom'mtmmfrz&Zo
coo8 5] mm(DWM3(ommm/^)v 1 0 1 omsl
WMI 1 3 A. 1 1 3B, 113C, 11 3Dlt
:FnilfiS<DfiJ!!l2CDa^ffl/\

0

#./H 0 OcDSiZ^fiil 3

a. 13B, 13C, 1 3 Dtmmizm&Tzct&T*
Hz, mm<Dmm3<»mmm/'&-)n o -\o>mmw&
1 1 it*, mm<omm2<Dm^m^^>\/i oo^ist*
mmi i tffimzmi&rzzLttfT'ZZo m&wm3
oKam/tejui o icd*&si i 4, sat i 24. 12
4A, 124B, 124C, 1 2 4 D, 2S£iig|5 1 1 5

iiv *n?ftnmwm2v>m.mmn*)\,\ oom
14, Si2 4, 24A, 24B. 24C. 24D> S|

t±jgci 5tmmz.Wsmtz>z.£&-Z'i*%* s/c, U8~
01 1 *m^Tmw^Tc'r-7s\z. nmv>mm3<Dmm

[0 0 8 6] MlCv HS(E©m«3 0)S^ffl/N^;l/1 0 1

it. nrnomm 2 (Dmmm/ 1 oo<tra*SHcs^g
c <h*^T^ *. smowM 3 coi^ffl/^

;n o 1 ^m^Tmm^ntcm^mwucts^Tit. mm
©fl59g2©S^Ji/^;H 0 0«-ffl^T«lfiE*n/ca/TN

[0 0 8 7] (HS6<DJfcfll4) HfifccDffJ8l4fci:.

mtfx y-^-rywzmmititc^mm(Dm2D<Dmmz

lls<DWk1*>1Z¥-ffim*® 1 303 (A) Stf (B) Kjjj

U 01 3 CD (B) (D^X-XlC&ofdgitttfc-SPIIlT

mm&mi 4<d (a) ~ (d) izfnt. cco^^m0*
;U1 0 2ica3W-*7V-KWW4s 01 3 CD (A) (C^

M<?)\>-7G r iKttJELTX h^-T y^Cf6^6n/c
H8[CDJ$:3l®H2 1 3frSfi££„ StttttS^Jlz-yG r

1<hte, St62 1 OCDjH^(^lCjt}oT3H;ftCDP3C01

Sl^ttfST. h TWc&M*nfc^iScD^ti^
*WlCD*£«;T*a5So BP"^ 0 2IC6W'

*airsffi2 1 3«, mx\&msLomik\zto&LTmm
*hTl^. Ctl6<D«a<D3!fcSE®ffi2 1 3#£<*fcL

1 3(D (A) Tit. Xh^'f^tfW^lRU BP'S, *gm<D

S*52 1 0®S9£|tDlcWT(3reT^«ft
IcgtfTl^T'fctlfo&lA, S«52 1 0±U:W\ -£cDS
aic^-3T¥fftc1 *4)|ftWi2 1 4j»»W-6tl»

ii«fii2 1 3\tmmni&2 1 1 *ftL?irait2 1 a

(CftttSnTf*. 3UMIS2 1 3 IHT-li

[OO8 8]013(D (B) (CStS/Tffl/U)H0 3

[cfel^Ttt, SaTO/ttJl/l 0 2lCfctt*34iESll2 1

fflA'^H 0 3C034itS8l3 1 3ti, 1 OCDMftWf-?"
;U-^G r2K*tCSLTf&tt6nTl^o CCDS«*|s:@

^/l/-^Gr2tB, 3ife(J5Ufnfr1 fe^tCX h7
-< 7«lCiBm*nfc^»CD*fii^^fl!:JlCD*-&f*T'*

«. »*S3 1 0±ICI*. -^SffllcaoTJffiKI*
©I&SSI83 1 4tff8ttStU #^Ji®«i3 1 3(*Stfiitt:

-»HS3 1 1 ^LT*SSSS3 1 4{c»gg*nTl'»*o *S

3^2 14,31 41*. Satffi/^IUI 02. 1 0 3 CD

So f*5> 01 3C0 (A) StfHI 3 CD (B) Ttt, 0^

h) CDfB^TS/TT^'So

[0 0 8 9] 01 3CD (A) fC^Lfcg^ffl/\°^./H 0
2 S Sl/01 3<D (B) K^Lfc^fla/to/H 0 31C

tts ^+l ;5
fn?l3lSfii2 13,31 3CD«lfi£lCf5L:T5i

*/H 0 3CD«5S±CDaJB«U*01 4(D (A) ~0 1 4
cd (d) ^^-r*\ aa^ffl/^n 0 2jc-Pi>Tt.iRia

01 4TB, 3Jgfe*> #ft (R)

^U-^G riOMWBffltLTmt. 01 4 CD

(A) tt, Sti53 1 0±lc^ftsy;|/-yG r 2««lS

Jtetl, S3f6ffg^;l/-7G r 2±K3SJ1HS3 1 3 A

f«a*n*»ttttSI*)H<D*«ffl^Ti9jfiffia3 1 3 A
£«fiELJ:a<i:-f3>tl^c, gtSt^cDiajtyp-trXi:
CDS^tt^aS^-Jr-XTfeSo 01 4CD (B) it. S45
3 1 o±u3asM£«3 1 3 B^tsiten, niLmm 3 1
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3 &±.\zm%tem?)\,-yG r 2tfmf$titc'r-x
(2) ic*@^u i t ommmznzigvmnmitm

1 4© (C) <D"T-Xit. niLWmS 1 3CjtFFgU^tS
@3 3 1 t±^mmm3 3 2*vmt&xtu g*s3 1 o

±lCTgPSSJI 3 3 1 #»ttS*u TSPttfilS 3 3 1 ±

ZfG r 2&lTF93m*IJl 3 3 1 ±l=±aWt«Ji 3 3 2 #

iz^i-^ntzmmizmmr^ mi 4© (d) it.

mm 3 1 3DtfTsm 3 3 1 <h±gi5Wiji 3 3 2 &

l£tt6*V «3W*Ji^;U-yG r 2±i=TSMt«JI 3 3

1 #Ri*£tu Tsran;i 3 3 1 ±(c±sntsji 332
WRttStifc*—* (4) (cftSU *«^©mi©»8

ic»#jT*-nrc«tfiKic^^-r«o ek, em 4<d (b) k
^L/c«5\ffl/^;l/lcfc^Ts ffifiW*?8flg3 1 1 tfntL

m®3 1 3 B±<\M&-£nrc<r-7. (5) ro^Egtnrtg

T255„ *g^JSS3 14A, 3 14B, 3 14CSlf3 1

4 Dli. *tl-PtlSSlC»K3 1 3 A, 3 1 3 B. 3 13
cM3 1 3D£xm<Dmie.*mmzm^zmmxnT

IP-Ss *S®S3 1 4 A. 314B, 3 1 4C&tf
3 1 4 D*fltj$r3Ta«ajl 341tt, 3Sfi»l3 1

3 A, 3 13B, 3 1 3 CRtf3 1 3 D^fiEfSTSP
H8SJ13 3 1 tttii<D«a«»JB^6fiKy, iisg®*|3 1

4 A. 3 14B. 3 1 4C»tF3 1 4D**J5E-r«±SB
SiIS3 42H\ !ffilz:a^3 13A, 3 13B. 313
CTkXf 3 1 3 D:£8§EE-r*±aJWiJl 3 3 2 tttJlOO^

[0090] nm<o$m4<DWF.mj <i%-i\/-\ o 203*1:
US 2 1 3, M.mz. Sjj^S/^H 0 3 0)34S:ail3

13, 3 1 3 A, 3 13B, 3 13C, 3 1 3 Dli, •?•

ft^nHSSOJMg 2 (D^ffly»inoo <7)?4fi:WI 1

3A, 13B. 13C. i 3D<fc|i^tc?fj»rr£c:<k#

T^-So HJfi©mH40DS^ffl/\**/l/1 0 2£D«H5ifls:»

5 2 1 K 2UHKa%ffl/t*jU1 0 3<OStm«:»IS3 1 1

it. ^m^mm^mm 2 ommmj u-fr 1 0 0 rostm

4©«g*ffl/^;H 0 2<£>*Sa&£2 1 4, RtfaSfflA'
0 3 0*8®ig3 1 4li, 0^-T'tl itllffi6ODm«l2(3D

^ffl/»in o oro^msstiwi^icffj^r^eiift^

E8~H1 1 &m^TmWLtc<r-Xi*s
HSSO^S§4(D^ffl/\°^.;H 0 2, 1 OSKOlTt

[009 1] ^lc. &fik4)}gtt4«>SCTffi/ttM/1 0
2 , 1 o 3 Ji, nasrofl58S 2 OS^ffl/ \°*;H 0 0 1 ID

fwh. fani^s^^trfetiTfey, mzismi 3©
(A) lc^L/cSjj^B/\°*;H 0 2tc33CT«\ lO<7)

S4M2 1 3Kl*ii^ K^AgJgcD^&LA^ittl
?\ 8£oT, ±fE&tritt;-Sai2 1 1 lC<fc£^ff|5rFte3sfc

*-?-(D7S- F^JEKttLTJitSiUf**Iir?<&
*. S£-pZ\ *Sfi^m«l4<Da^ffl/\"^/H 0 2. 1 0

3$3*«1I2 13, 3 13) KaSE^S^LTEMP-r^

[0092] (njsromw 5 ) mmornm 5 i*. *$kw
<Df&2 AC0«fi£StFm2 B<D^fi£lc«^^ffl/\°*;Kc

T*. 01 503 (A) (C, $2 A<D«^lcHi,S^ffl
M°*;H 0 3 ACD^iCWfeiFaEl^-r, ClOSTvlVt
*/U 0 3 Alcfc^Tx &iLWM3 1 3(ix ^wmtt

h-^'TyttlciBM^nv *SSSS«^a<7)mffi*&S^3 1

5frej#t»> i«u*a**|3 1 5 3 1 31Z&
mznT^z* w*>. ^miu^w.m3 1 siisjasmn
3 1 3icwc5LTis^enT^«„ ja, 01 s<o (a)

7'^ 0^5ffb©/c«)l;: x J4Sztt®3 1 3\ZJVy^y^
mLtc m7nLTzniL !mM3 13«1 6*T*&Zb\ C
<D*at*«IJ^tCiia^t\ Sg%ffl/^iH 0 3ACDSfgP

icfct^Ts mffi*S«i^3 1 5<7)*4Slcli0^L35:l^iBI

4ir?#ISttS*U <l^<DmiSl*Smi!g3 1 5 liSJffcSS?^

ilCTFy-FSfii^fftlsliffiS 1 7 MZ&ffiZtlT^

^T^mm®m<r>i&i%%}gk*m2><i£tjiT:Zzii\ mm
<mns ?itttc* mw&£.v$(D%iiL'mM3 1 3^^

?8bm^?#-S7c46lC. {@4?cr>^f£tJSsgfilSg3 1 5 lC«ttagP«

^iSlt^o 015© (A) tc^Lrc^JTt*> 7/-KI
fiSIEi!l[H]SS3 1 7 AP9lCfc^T§m{3i!ii&liJ«3 1 5(c£
Jfi-r«lB^<7)3a't'lC«!l?H# 1 0 0Mna)SttagP«3 1 6

HM*ilC« 7»y-KS@|gi!jIIlS&3 1 7AlCF«3ig*n

1 3icensD*n^„ 01 5© (a) immmsstbte
5I7$^t, mmttottnMiz&^Tit* mtum-i e

(D (a) izmr&oiz* ^mai^w.m3 1 5«g^ffl/\°
wt^H 0 3 A©fc?a^ia±tc3:T-JBj£**U S^fflM°*
/i/i 0 3 bnmsm-rrmzM&zti* maimm^®
3 1 8«*tu wsKWft-z'&xtz.Ts- vwrnmrnm
3 1 7 AicJgi^*ti^o tei, J41ri:fil3 1 3ii, 7.

(1) —7—X (4) <*>l^&*tlj&&:SLT^T itJ:

t\ ^ jl^fS3 1 8<hLTl*> 7L/*->^l/yj>

^^153 1 SA^U+i/^U^yvhSS^tgT*



(18) <&m2 0 01-243893

Z>m&. <@*<DJ$31®II3 1 3tZttiZttffi.?%7's'-

K*SBIM3ft3 1 7 ACOg^^t^^IBIgO)^^

1 8tf#>7M'>$ p'7-ri'?a6*ii£» ffifflt5*>r

[0 0 9 3] 01 5CD (B) ICli, _tIBCOS^ffl/**.;U

1 o 3 a tn&&?&*wh,T°Kmm-zti*. «&co«

(.mwt*iizitm.&<nt>v- Kit3 i ) tom&mftM
wzmmtzmm (ip-s. s*g?ii§E) icis^nTc^o
M&mmtV- h«HSgtt)lHlSS3 7A^A7DT*rn,
*fi^**V-FraiEl!)lHlSS3 6^6A7DT*-n5 0 0
1 5 CD (A) ^Lfc34iEffi)H3 1 3 It, m2^€S8k
Ep-6ffi»C0*V-KSS3 1 iBSTffft^lRllC^T^

Z. Z. T*(4. 3 1 3 ©*»<>: * V- KWI

3

1 CD^Sf^lsl U ii Lfctfv V- KSH3 1 t
1*CD3$il®S3 1 3 LTl^TfccfclA, frfr*

[0 0 9 4] HI 5<D (B) lC£b*T& WmtOtztb
Its ^iStR«WcD* y- K*S 3 1 (Ay— K«ffiEI&

0SS3 6«fcy + 5 0^;Uh©tBE*aiUD) SBlvw*
V? T*SU SJKttSlcD*y- Km® 3 1 (m C < 0#

co*y- Km 3 i Kaumsn* tr^a-AWt** rhic

HMD tf«6n«0#jl/h£LT*3.«. — y- h

3 7 «fe y o hcDSE^epijp) *ejt*7asu a
fttttt (iwic< + 5 otf/usconEE^EWin)

yew. *v- km 3 uy-ni3 4<DM^m
mmmm it, nfiSmsiTuii

«. wwrnfcav- k««3 1 tWRtftifcy- hs
fii3 4tcoSS^lSEli. SIRHK CXUSRV^fcT^-b
;u) T*y, 0*Ti*e*,T*«^-r*. y-hii3 4

3 1 3»4&^6*'M0Kcj|!n5iJ4:Wr*CttEr*.
[0 0 9 5] l/>g: s 01 5 CO (B) £2
ScO-y- hmM3 4C0S«(C»LT. «7ltfft25iJ, IB

6Bk JH9?nj, m 1??iJ&tfSg1 45UC05*©*y- K
us 3 i tfjsft&tu cns<o*y- Km 3 i cos-*

i:«®-r^m25U. JB9Ws mi
45ijC0 5*:cDajimfii3 1 3C0S/?fr57>H5glP5U: 1

ju A QttSktf3kft% WEPTFttl jwAxl 0

oMn=o. i*n#/Uh&tt«. £<7>5"J©*y
- KM 3 1 tnatWS3 1 3t©imtfe^Tt, fins

«El*5-0. 1=4. 9*a*Vl/K<hfc£o ^P^BIH
(EttVaiEtf 1 fJ A <fc y 'j>£lv*5T\ HEPSTt. 0 . 1

*n#;i/(. <fcu/j\3-<fc;5 (> i^-rtucLTtK 7,y-K
««tfttnk4>3!UMtS3 1 3ic#ai*tt/cc£ic<}:y,

JOBHW (±EOWT»*0. 1 h) T
lansc yf§%< & y v dnic <t ota^ascoBjgtf
»3£fbr*. ±asLfcffli£ttauc* ay-K««3
1 ictiit, y-hn«i3 4i!:if7:r^-{t#**njpn
A73-rSH^-lCl4. 34£C^fil3 1 3*y-h®ffi3 4i

[0096] Ei6co (b) it. m2B<Dmmz&*m
5^ffl/\°^;H 0 3 B*«5CW(c^-T0"c?a6*. dCO^
ffl/\^;H 0 3BK61T, J4iEmS3 1 3COTO4S
S*ffl/<*/H 0 3AtlHaT«*3B«s ftEtagP**3 1 6#
S*ffiJiettSI3 1 5fl!>*»«lE»Atfft7V*. ffilngP

*t3 1 6<t:LTi4x «jitf^y^aasa5*^ttast(«i
M*ffiffl-r«cd:fi«?**. m« 01 6co (B) fcVfl

1401 6<D (A) (c^L^J:3(C»J|lffilfi«R3 1 5^

*S?S:3 1 8*JBl\ »fitgP«€-^$ft^7T/- KBffi

ISEbl2]SS3 1 7 BlztitmtZZ.t&T*&Z.
[0097] <mn<D&to 6) mmomu6 it* *3 a
(Dmmz%^m^m/^MzmT^>o 01 7© (a) m
ksk^ss 6 (om^m/ <^.;uco«jcwft¥®0*^
01 7 co (b) teJiJiSlIjfiflSco&^Hfc^-r. 01 8

CO (A) St>~ (B) (4x 01 7CO (A) (Omx-XlCiB

tc 2mmo>mm±(Dm&*7F.To
[0 0 9 8] &foOMt&6<0&mm/mil>-\ 0 4K6l>

Ts-Fwrnit. mm.&L<Dmaim-ftwm4 1 2

R. 4 1 2G, 4 12 BlC«JSLT»ttSnfc«SW>!4
ns«i4 1 3*»sj«y» s«B4 1 o±tcstt5nfdfeii
141 4^ $SBg4 1 4±lcSlt6nrclfe»Ji4 1 7

ts *&as4 1 4±gu<(4iie.«M4 1 7±icistte,n

fc^fi^f*H4 1 2 R, 4 1 2 G. 41 2Bi,
i«*l4 12R, 4 1 2G, 4 1 2BfrSS«#Jl4 1

7±icsoTtstt6nrc?4icmfii4 i 3t, *mm4 1

7lClSltStl/hmil?L4 1 6t, Sii?L4 1 eiciatoii

Stlfc«J5if*:Jl4 1 1 &**U »itmfil4 1 3 ^tM
14 1 4tJ4v JKJTlWl 4 1 1 iCfcoTSilfsTS-nT^

So *S®14 1 4t4> ^^feE^(i^*/\*--rSJ: ;5lc

S*54 1 0±(cfiti-6*U ^i£«fiS4 1 3t^f*<i:LT
SJ»««*«tS*^--r*<fe ;5»CiE5>J*nTl.'>*. (Six

Jgffi@4 1 4(*. WSflWBtttcrerttftlTVTtiJ:t\

S3S£z:a<14 1 3t4s 01 7(0 (B) lcfit*LT^-r«fe



(19) ^2 0 0 1 -24 3 89 3

•pic, mtiLmxftm4 1 2 r, 4 12c 4i2B#e,

1^5. fls 01 7 0 (B) tiCTLfc¥tt9M£ttJl4 1 2

R, 4 12G, 4 1 2 B0iEH«\ El 1 8 KjjVtWrffiEl

tefiBSft«*>0Ttt&l,\,

[0 0 9 9] (A) 0

4fcfcl\ aiE«as4 1 3C0«fiElCfSi;T, 13180
(A) RtfEII 80 (B) lZ7jiT2mm<Dffimtf&Z»
01 8<d (a) t*. mitimye#.m4 1 2r, 4ug,
4 1 2 B6^a«4 1 4±ictgtten/c«ifig^u 0
1 8o> (b) muLm^wmA ur, 412c 4
1 2 B tfttftJI 4 1 7±{CBSPte.n/j:«fiE^-ro bi
so (a) mmmx&mA hr, 4 1 2c 4

1

2 Bwffiut^^+^tciSt^^icpi^tg^Tafey, m
Tumjiz-iisow-iRik. D-^Titcn^m^xm^n^
^£B091Mb(cff?J&ttlj$?&«. Ell 80 (B)

& mmmyewm4 1 2 r. 4 1 2 g. 412 &<omK
^tf^sLTi^j&mcjffSfcmjftT-ao^o fas nam
SI4 13A, 4 1 3 Bit. Ml 088t$0$— X©<!:|e3

*f> T«W»I£*©±»c|fttt5nfc±B««Jii:fl!>2

[0 10 0] 01 80 (A) lc^Lrc«J5EJC-3^T»»

Mm* 1 0, *SSJI4 1 4, I 3 A0«§
«««©aw/^aw (E«i4) 0*§^0/\°^->ic

©eajtfSE-*-*^ d0Esui*0i o^ssL&tfeitt
WLrtfflHc*Ktt(c9Lts Ell 80 (B) IC^L/c^S
fiElc^Tl*. cnS0«J§te*6»Jl4 1 7*J«lJDto*0

T\ »**«»4J:y*«U:a*ff» mttSftWf 4 1 2

R, 4 1 2G, 4 1 2 B<fc»JtStg4 1 OffllJlt^JlB^

tf i ST»t*titf«m«»*fis*atay» nmrnm
4 1 3 Bfl«^a«?»ni««isai:«:y, i^maa?

£C^8*W&%*#tt<!?0^-Xi;:»iI7'353.

14 1 4?«eeu ^^;u/^y^micf^si-n«*mi4
J5WJS^ffll^T?4iz:m«4 1 3 A, 4 13 B
£<htfTi*\ C0<!:#0*^Mliiljl§y<t:5S:5o
[0 1 0 1] Sffl50ffjai60S^Mo*;H 0 4T*l*,

tt£««4 1 3 A, 4 1 3 Bt^-IfiT^lJg^l
<tt«fcfe* JJMS^ttttlf0BEH£ig®Jt

fb-r^Ct^T-^^o fie^Ts :«)^ffl/»lH 0 4

[0 10 2] (HSfi0^7) H)560fl58i7(4. I3A

wra i o0ma^3ie^sic^f5LT^^enfta^ffl
/<*;Uc88T*. 01 90 (A) ltHS60mHI70S^
ffl/^/U0«ISte*)S; JF®S*^L, 01 90 (B) izn

Jtm«ljfifll0ffi*0*^-ro 02 00 (A) RXf (B)

(4s 01 90 (A) 0lSgX-XlC;«r3/c«iC6*)^-g|5»r

H0T25 y x ?43l«fii0«J5)c(cfE; crc 2S3l0«3t±0

[0 10 3] Hfifi0JB«!7 0S^ffl/\^U1 0 5K35V
T»4. 7V-K««t*» igteSttWf 5 1 2R. 5 12
G, 5 1 2 B01 O-rotc3tE5LTiSlt5nrc«S[034
£*S5 1 3frS«y» 8*55 1 0±lciglt5nfc^«
J15 1 4i:, 1 4±KI£ttStt/j:SftiiJ15 1 7

MIS 1 4±gL<(4*&*iJ15 1 7±lciS:ttStt

fc*ttS3Wt:JI5 1 2R, 5 12G. 5 12Bt.
SttttJf 5 1 2 R, 5 12G. 5 1 2 BfrS*ftiiJI5 1

7±KS^TKtt&ft/cSfc£E®i5 1 3«h, fttMS 1

7lciSlt6n/cH3lfL5 16t, M51?L5 1 6(Cgd6>&

3MlfcSifW«I5 1 1 t*IU 2UHIS5 1 3t*Sffi

15 1 4«>:J*v fifcfiWWf 5 1 1 lc«fe-3T»fil*nTt>

*§ttH5 1 414, W55b^^tit?*/^--r^J:^l::
S*x5 1 0±lCiSttSfts tt&tt«5 1 3t^flttLT
mwmmzmztii t—

r

z £ -5 icgEfu*nn^. fia.

tg^)15 1 4it> SMHHf 5 1 3i:|Wl«0/\'^->ic^

[0 10 4] 02O14> 01 90 (A) IZjjiLtcmmm
/<*|H 0 502ffl«0|g^S-r« 02 00 (A)

14s *tt£%*j|#5 1 2 R. 5 1 2G, 5 12 B#j£
ffijf 5 1 4±lCfBtt6*lfc8fjfr&i*U 02 00 (B)

it, mtitmytwm sur, 512c 512 Bimm
15 1 7±(CigltStl/clSfi)6^-r„ 01 9&V02 0

WBC»fc5 0 omiSV^t. 01 7Rt>'01 8?m^
ft4 0 0^(0^tit, T2«jT-m -

r?.g|5«^^L
Tfe y , &&tt<Dmmtnm<ofim 6 <tw>i-t-50T*

[0 10 5] HfiS0mftl7 0S/T^/\°^;H 0 5t % S
SS0msi 2 ffli^ffiy»iH0 0i |B)*i(cS^gSlc$i

fr&tsZt&T'ZZ* HfiS0fBKl7 0a^ffl/\
o*/H 0

50J;3lC^^fls:S5 1 2 R, 5 12G, 5 12B
01 r>-r-oiz*ifcLzniLmm5 1 3*86i*%«^ $6

mums 1 3<D&tfm±ttezh\ i&nm5 1 4i:3$3i

Sfii5 1 SiA'iSifeitjiS 1 7*rtLTiWtt«l»cK11Sft

[0 10 6] (HS60fl5^8) Il)5l£0m^8t4, JiSltt

ffift^X t>7-ry«fC|SW-6tlfc*^0m3 B0«fi)6lC

0 60^iC6*)'5;¥®0 :&02 1 0 (A) Ic^U 02 1

0 (B) Stf (C) (4v 02 10 (A) 0lfiX-XlCjS

g|5irS0T:'^^„ 0 2 1 T'ffll^fc6 0 0

01 9Stf0 2 0Tfflf»fc5 0 O#^0
T2ffiT«J8rr*»«*«-r. *Sfi0?fJ»8

0SiFffl/\
o*/H 0 6^^fc^,^T^4. HBS0mfl|70S^

ffl/<^n o 5izts\t%mm.mfti*m5 i 2 ra^x
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fll/<*yU1 0 6tv HSSW^®2<Da^ffl/\*?./H 0 0

[0 10 7] *5|Bfl*lliicDm8llcS^*i«0^L

[oio8] m.m&&m=?-te. *tr>nM»»mii6?

[0 10 9] ^ittofc-gBlfrfflEl^EU 2 CO (A) lcr>

fc«?»citiJi7 o i <t, $&»7 o o&tflm*aji7
0 1 ±lcmfiE*n/ciiF^*fe^lS7 02t, !RII*e*i§i7

o 2±icmBE*n/=y- hgffi7 o 3frstgfiB*nTfc

y s p»apgp704 tfy- hig7 o 3 msmf^mm,

i

0 2tctsitenTfcy> ^ngB7 o Aommizitm^m.
IX®7 0 1 CD4SSP7 0 1 AtffSttiLTl^o «?&tbJi
7 0 1 &IW->*417 0 3lzm&*£M)U?Z>££lc£
oT. m^WLitim7 0 1 <DX>vi>g|J7 0 1 AiSt?/?
sjcai*n«<, ft* 0220) (b) ic^-rj;^ic. bsphb

704 ftnmz-i&mm i o 1 <dt©s»» 7 o o iccaas

-g|JBrfflE*02 2CD (C) U:gvr<fc?lc, 3[}Sft7 0

0±lCJTJfi£*n/i:mi<Dy-hmfii7 0 3A<!:,

7 0 ©y- h-ffi8S7 0 3 A±lCffJfiE*nfcS

1<DJf^lfeSt)!S7 0 2 A<hv miOJlF^liSieSSI3i702A

±i^m*nrc^aaui 7ou, m 1 ojimtaHR
7 0 2 A&tfS^fiWj/f 7 0 1 icffjEE^tiTcgf 2 COHPai

$ntcm2<D?- hnn7 o 3fr5«u8-r*cfcfc?*
£<> *LT. «P»7 0 4tf*2«Dy-HB7 0 3

B, SB2<OBIffl*filSE7 0 2B, «TttUH7 O&tflfl

1 <0J1^I*6^)17 0 2 AlCiSttStlTfcy* B8P357 0

4W#JM»cli®?l»aiJi7 0 1 COiffiSBtfSSdi LTl^o
W?S*ai/f 7 0 1 MtfKMI y-bm«i7 0 3 A, 812

COy- h^®7 0 3 &\,ZW.EE.*f$m?%>Z.£K&^T.

•^?SfctBll7 O 1 C04SjS57 0 1 BfrSS^tfStfcbSft

[0 110] M3ttK*-filSVrBIIS€l&2 3 W (A) (cifx

rTBBHWffttajJR^H:, £&t*7 0 0±izm^Utc
tiV- FWM7 1 1 i:, 3£J#tt:7 0 O&tf* V- Kflffi

7 1 1 ±tc^fiK*tlfcBF^S6iiiS7 02t, Jimi&IMR
7 0 2±lcmEE*nfcy- h^fil7 0 3 ^e^fiE*tlT
*s y » nns 7 0 4#y- hm 7 0 3 stfJMi&iNH
7 0 2lCiStt5ftT33y, B8PgB7 0 4QjK0(c(ifty
- KM 7 1 1 tfBttlLTVS. *V- KU7 1 1 &

V-KM7 1 1 0DSS7 1 1 AfrS^tfftHSStl

[0 111] «SC««-fiPBr®EI«H2 3(0 (B) (cir>

Tiii™tJM*a*?»*» ^<*7oo±icjg^nrc
*V- KM 7 1 1 3EfS<*7 o oatf*y- KM
7 i 1 ±izmm^nrcm?sttmm7 02L jnim»NBt

7 0 2±lCfl3fiE7r*lfcy- Km® 7 0 3#&mtiLZtlT
&Vs BBP8B7 0 4#y-hM7 0 3&tfHPa*6«BB
702 icwtsnTfc y , nan704 <Dmmc<zwr
*»v-K«a7 1 i±fc«\ ¥a*^«**r*«?
SHUSH 7 2 1 tfBlULTl*«. AV- KM 7 1 1 Slf
y-hlB«i7 0 3(cffiff*EPljp-r*Ci:lc«feoTs B-?
&iUg|57 2 1 fi»6«?»ttai*tl*. «?ttttV7 2 1

-^w^iSiK,^jij;yt,a?&m%*(os^^
frSflusesnTv*. 0230 (o (cm-r«t-5

a?»msp*is«o®?siaigP7 2 2 trnif,
?7 -7vstoMtttUBrsasc <t «.

[0 112]

T(*> 77/-KHffi!{j«TgIJaffi®t±gIJ®aS<3!)2li«|

m 2 ©aM»ic«*«gua/**yu»tf«m«wc*}t'»T
i*s *?6tt«© h y ar-ta«ttwn»*©t,fl!)*i»ji:

©MflO*+ '> 7*Ub&lHJ'h*t^p/rilfg^EE* -f y<OS^

8ICDi3H«iClc<fe o TJ*> WIBS^HIJKfcl^T tff*
«*<j«A73*n*«i<0»R*IWctt6r, BEEPTF*
HfJc-SttBrt»c»3i.*c:t38«Rr«6tfl:y, J-XT^

B^<om2©ae<]ici)Dx, mmmmvMmtf'&mitLrcm.

It. K 1 ©88«Stfm 2 09ffi«(c / <*^UStf

Kl0DBKli:»2Oattt*itJ«L3!j:#6» SEimaa^
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cia 1 ] 2m&m*m?%7;- FwrnzmTLTzmmn
mm i (Dmmm/i^om^.^—spbtbht^o

mm 1 <Dm*mj<*i\'<Dmzft\<DmjX.(*)%:—^summz-

[0 5 ] ffiftmtitf^ h ij ^ xttteBB*nfc*SS<DIB

[0 6] ll]ffi<Dm^2(Da^M
0

*;UCDMtCSiJ(7)«iCW«:
—SBStBET*So
[07] mi&(Dmm2<Dm^mw<Dm&mT*&%o

[09] &tLwmtm&<omminwm&it*nTm&
Wfc—SWfBBTfc*.
[010] aA«a^s«o«dM»a>ifl«««9'r«

[011] a^«:»KtffllEffiffitS«(7)«ffi«^<DSIB

[012] aic«a3y^hu^xtticE«*nfc*ssfl!)

a—bbbtbbt**o
[01 3] aitBSjyxh^-f^KtciBBartifcStMeo

[014] 01 3^Lfc«Sffl/^;U(D«aM38:—SB

KBBTS«.
[01 5] mffiiemtfK^etu aic«B*i«*y-K
«BtiWf5icEB*nrc*ata»BB5fl!)a^ffl/^/i/

[016] HfflM)fl2ffi 5 0SSffi/ ^yKDfB^Mfigffll*

[017] ntLmmft^^vvTsmzmw-zftrcnfficD
ra«6<7>8^B/«*/u<0«awa¥BBT*s*o
[01 8] 01 7 left L,tz.WaW fc^l/OJSitWa—SB
IfTEBTfe^o

[019] suMHi^hu^xtttcBBtrn^itiia)
fl5»7(7)5Sffl^*;KD«^;wa¥BBTS«.
[0 2 0] 01 9^Lfc«^ffl/t*;K7)«SCW«:—SB

8fT®0T^^o
[02 1] ttlcBBtfX ^KtcEB*nfc**fl!)
«B8 0>BSU]/^;UOflBCKlft¥BB. Sl>\ Mtttt
a—8bbtbbb"p*%o

[02 2] X'ySWOJMftBBfmTtkUBroBttn
a—8nfiBB?&«.
[023] *pbsl ^spsasv^^^vsa^eaisw

[02 4] «ffttux?««%^fa»a>s^»Ba)«cs:

[0 2 5] S«#B^hU^^ttlcBB*nrcffi3Ra)
asffl/^/uoMscwaTBB, at/\ «ac«a-SB«r

[02 6] B3WB#XI-5<^KlcEB*nfta3Ra)
8s«/^w*a«ft¥HR at* tiittta-SBift

BB7S3.
[02 7] Ay-KBSOBIRBa>BtScJ:«aiXBE
©SK^KwrsfeA&aja^ffl/^jKDttsswavffiB

1 , 10, 110, 2 10, 3 10, 4 10, 5 10,
6 1 0 • • • S«s 11, 111, 2 11, 311"
• wsmuL 316 - - atstspw, 4 1 1 , 51
1 , 6 1 1 • • • jastwi* 4 • • • tv- Km®, 5

• • • BWttB* 6 • • • 777^7h'J^x, 1 2

R. 12G, 12B, 112R, 112G, 412R,
412 G, 412B, 512R, 512 G f 5 1 2 B •
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